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Abstract 

In three parts, this thesis investigates how and why we as humans find value in the more-

than-human entities of the world around us. Why do some of us view something like, for 

instance, an oak tree as intrinsically valuable while others view it mostly as a source of 

raw materials for instrumental use? What determines where we lie along the spectrum 

between these points of view? Can the way we value the oak change, and if so, should it? 

Chapter one leans on E.O. Wilson’s biophilia hypothesis to explore the potential origins 

of human love for entities like the oak and ponders whether other species might share our 

fascination with the beauty of the biotic world for its own sake. Chapter two examines 

how the tendency to value more-than-human entities intrinsically may be reinforced or 

discouraged depending on the narratives and systems of production and consumption we 

grow up with. Chapter three argues that, given our capacity to affect the way we value 

more-than-human entities, we need to seriously consider actively fostering a sense of 

them as intrinsically valuable, both for our own sakes and for that of all other life on 

Earth. 

 

 

 



Acorn – Confusion for a Young Tree-Lover 
 

 

 In the spring of 2011 I sat alone on a wave-beaten log on a beach somewhere in 

California’s Bay Area — Stinson Beach, or perhaps Half Moon Bay; I no longer recall — 

and opened a plain white envelope with my name on it in black pen. I was fourteen and in 

the eighth grade. A class trip to San Francisco had culminated with this moment: each of 
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us had been handed an envelope of letters from loved ones (written without our knowing) 

and sent out along the beach to read. 

It was then that I received the above note from my father, along with one from my 

mother. Unknowingly, she’d included one of the same memories my father had, and had 

reached the same hazy yet heartfelt conclusion: 

 

 

I believe what my parents said. I think I do know something — or, more 

accurately, I feel something — about the intrinsic value of oaks and mountains and stars, 

about the links between me and them and everything and everyone else. Moreover, this 

feeling isn’t something I had to learn: as my parents noticed when observing my five-

week-old self, it seemed inborn. Even before I knew anything about what an oak tree was 

or how a human being might make use of it, I sensed something beautiful and worthwhile 

in its existence. I’m as proud of that as my parents are, and I’ve held onto both their 

letters ever since. 

I have failed to understand, however, why so many people do not “know what I 

know,” why so many people in America especially seem to view oak trees more as a 

useful resource than as wondrous beings with intrinsic value. Some of this failure on my 
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part, I expect, had to do with where I grew up, the place my father describes in his letter: 

Midland School, a tiny and well-worn college-prep institution in Santa Barbara County 

where my parents worked as teachers. Outsiders may not understand the proper nouns my 

father mentions — Upper Yard is the boys’ dormitory cluster; the Niles were another 

faculty family — but surely, I’ve always felt, any visitor to my home must appreciate the 

more important details he notes. The night sky gleams with stars unblemished by city 

lights; the broad triangular face of Grass Mountain over campus explodes end to end with 

California poppies and lupine in the spring; the silhouetted limbs of a valley oak tangle 

intricately above the evening horizon. All of this extends across nearly three thousand 

acres of protected land beyond the main campus; past that stretches the San Rafael 

Wilderness and the rest of the Los Padres National Forest, almost three thousand square 

miles in total. My own greatest intellectual roadblock, perhaps, has been my inability to 

conceive of how anyone could spend any amount of time in this place and not find 

something worthwhile to the soul almost immediately. To this day I have trouble 

understanding how one could fail to realize the absurd luck of anyone who, like me, lives 

under mountains and stars, or to recognize the intrinsic beauty of an oak as unequivocally 

its most crucial property, far more so than whatever raw materials it might yield. 

This is partly because I never felt I had to “learn” to love the oaks at all — sure, I 

might have become more sensitive to their value over time, and I might have deepened 

my emotional bonds with them as a result of growing up among them. But I feel certain 

that I always loved them, right from the beginning, as far back as I can remember. I want 

to go deeper than saying “it just depends on where you grew up.” How did I “know what 

I knew” even at a few weeks old? As Annie Dillard said of the bonds of love between 
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human beings, “This is given. It is not learned.”1 So it is with me and the oaks, the 

mountains, and everything on, under, and in between. My upbringing may have amplified 

a pre-existing feeling, but I never had to learn this love from scratch — it simply was 

always there. 

How true might this assumption be, and how warped by personal biases? If it’s 

true for me, is it true for others? And if it’s true for others, why do so many Americans 

seem to lose it as they grow older? Recent experiences have left no doubt in my mind 

that, while most of us retain an ability to see the appeal of an oak tree on a superficial 

aesthetic level, as one would appreciate an image of a tree on a postcard, many of us do 

indeed fail to find much inherent value in the oak itself beyond the lumber it might 

provide for a new dining room tabletop. 

As an intern writer at Mountain Journal in the summer of 2018, my biggest 

assignment entailed a series of profiles on the most significant national forests in the 

Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. As I traveled between U.S. Forest Service headquarters 

in Montana and Wyoming and interviewed the forest supervisors, the dialogue repeatedly 

gravitated towards the same question: “In what ways and to what extent can people use 

the forest and its resources, and how can we manage that usage sustainably so that it can 

continue in the future?” 

 The more that word came up — “usage” — the more it bothered me. Growing up, 

I had always assumed that spaces like national parks and national forests were designated 

primarily for the protection of the spaces themselves, based on the intrinsic value society 

                                                 
1
Annie Dillard, “Annie Dillard’s Classic Essay: ‘Total Eclipse,’” The Atlantic, August 8, 2017, 

https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2017/08/annie-dillards-total-eclipse/536148/. 

 

https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2017/08/annie-dillards-total-eclipse/536148/
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collectively perceived within them. In my memory, many of the protected spaces I visited 

in my home state of California seemed to confirm this notion — some (like Muir Woods 

in the Bay Area) were peppered with placards citing the nature-loving words of John 

Muir as their very reason for existence, while others (such as my backyard San Rafael 

wilderness) contained few visitors and fewer placards, allowing me to project my own 

assumptions upon them. 

The emphasis on usage I encountered in Wyoming and Montana suggests 

otherwise. It implies that we conserve public lands mainly so that we may continue to 

“use” their resources and benefit from the ecosystem services they provide. In this 

context, one values nature on a chiefly instrumental basis. The apparent interest of 

Yellowstone tourists in selfies and automobiles, and the proliferation of amenities like 

gift shops and hotels at the park’s most frequented spots, raise further questions about 

whether tourists have come more for pure personal benefit or for the privilege of 

communing with a respected entity. But more on this later. For now, suffice it to say that 

even in a place as beautiful as Yellowstone — a place many would surely rank far above 

my own southern California home in beauty and national cultural value — the focus at 

many levels appears to lie with material values as often as with intrinsic ones, if not more 

so. 

The three main questions I will pursue in the following pages, then, are these: 

Why do some people inherently value oaks as they are, regardless of their practical 

worth, while others seem to regard them more for their potential as firewood, 

construction material, or tourist revenue? What causes us to shift along the spectrum 

between these points of view, both collectively as people in Western society and 
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personally as our individual lives progress? Finally, what role should these stances — an 

oak as intrinsically valuable, an oak as instrumentally valuable, and everything in 

between — have in our mindsets and developments as human beings? 

To be clear, I do not intend to argue that an oak tree has inherent value in the 

sense of some objective, god-given, or universally endowed sacredness — while I do not 

deny this possibility, it lies far beyond my ability to argue. Instead, I plan to investigate 

why oak trees have inherent value for me and other humans beyond their practical uses, 

and to argue whether this value is (or should be) present in all people. I will explore what 

this sense of value reveals about the historical, cultural, and evolutionary links between 

us and the oaks, and how it should inform our treatment of them, in attitude as well as 

action, going forward. 

A final note: I use the word “oaks” above, but in each case could just as well use 

“mountains,” or “mule deer,” or “alpine streams,” or any other element of what we today 

would conventionally call “the natural world” and somehow view as external to 

humanity. I will refrain as much as possible from using words like “nature” because they 

imply a distinction between humans and whatever “nature” is. “Nature,” by my 

definition, means “everything, the entire Earth, humans included,” but as this definition 

might grow too broad for our imaginations at times, I consider it easier to focus on our 

relationship to oaks as a microcosm for our relationship to the entire world. In doing this 

I take inspiration from non-Western languages that originally had no word for “nature,” 

such as Japanese, which prior to Western contact simply referred to specific elements 

such as the mountains, the forests, and the rivers, or to all of these collectively if speaking 

of the world at large. I choose oaks simply because I like them and feel I have a deeper 
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personal friendship with them than with most other elements of the Earth. As Albert 

Camus said, “a man’s work is nothing but this slow trek to rediscover, through the 

detours of art, those two or three great and simple images in whose presence his heart 

first opened.”2 For me, as my parents remember, this was the oak. 

 

                                                 
2
 “Albert Camus Quotes,” BrainyQuote, Accessed March 9, 2019, 

https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/albert_camus_108242. 

https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/albert_camus_108242
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Roots – The Origins of Love for the More-Than-Human 
 

Let me show you my favorite way of seeing the world. 

Suppose that I have just returned home after a few weeks away at school, and that 

the first thing I must do upon arriving, as always, is go for a trail run. The trail I choose 

today winds up and over hills, down through steep stream-cut gullies, and across a broad 

mesa or two, and as I run I imagine a golden thread of light connecting me to every living 

thing I see. A ground squirrel scuffles across the trail in front while a red-tailed hawk 

circles above, and the threads follow their paths. They stretch out from trees hung heavy 

with lace lichen, each beam following me — one strand of light fades as a coast live oak 

disappears behind me, only to be replaced as a valley oak emerges over the rise ahead. 

The golden threads lengthen and shrink as I weave through chaparral, pulling me closer 

to each next plant as I draw further away from the last. Purple sage paints its fragrances 

onto my arms and legs as I brush by; yucca strikes red razor-thin stripes into my thighs if 

I come too close. If it is springtime, I will inevitably interrupt my run to bask in beds of 

California poppies, lupine, Indian paintbrush, and shooting star flowers (my personal 

favorite). The imagined light will sew itself into the soil, rooting me where I lie. 

Seeing all the threads together may sound challenging given that I will encounter 

life in a seeming infinity of forms along my way — the species mentioned above 

represent only a small handful of those present, and the naked eye may find countless 

individuals of each without ever leaving the trail. In practice, however, it is the easiest 

and most joyful wandering of the mind, fueled by the kinetic rush of the topographic 

rollercoaster under my feet. It involves no pressure: I start with whatever catches my eye, 
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or whatever’s underfoot. As I gain momentum I connect more and more threads, and 

before long the air glows golden, packed tightly with gleaming beams connecting me to 

life in every direction. I draw strands of light from living things as soon as I see them, 

tying myself to them, then let them fade as they disappear from view, releasing us from 

each other. In this way I am always rooted, yet never bound; I am free to move as I will, 

yet wherever I go I remain part of the golden network. 

 It warms my heart to realize I do not do this alone. Renowned biologist Edward 

O. Wilson recounts a similar practice during his time at a rural village in Surinam: 

At Bernhardsdorp I imagined richness and order as an intensity of light. The 

woman, child, and peccary turned into incandescent points. Around them the 

village became a black disk, relatively devoid of life, its artifacts adding next to 

nothing. The woodland beyond was a luminous bank, sparked here and there by 

the moving lights of birds, mammals, and larger insects.3 

I have practiced this way of seeing the world since early childhood, and Wilson goes on 

to suggest that this, too, is normal. “From infancy,” he writes, “we concentrate happily on 

ourselves and other organisms.”4 

 Wilson is well-known in the environmental field for coining a term to describe the 

impulse behind this type of vision: biophilia, which he defines as “The innate tendency to 

focus on life and lifelike processes.”5 Biophilia, Wilson suggests, is an inborn human trait 

evidenced across all ages, cultures, and geographic locations. Among other things, it 

makes us human and makes life worth living. He claims that “to explore and affiliate with 

                                                 
3
 Edward O. Wilson, Biophilia: The Human Bond With Other Species (Harvard University Press, 1984), 6. 

4
 Wilson, Biophilia, 1. 

5
 Wilson, 1. 
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life is a deep and complicated process in mental development. To an extent still 

undervalued in philosophy and religion, our existence depends on this propensity, our 

spirit is woven from it, hope rises on its currents.”6  

 Wilson appears to feel as I do. Like me, he finds intrinsic value in an oak entirely 

separate from its instrumental value — as he says of the Surinam woodlands, “The 

uncounted products of evolution were gathered there for purposes having nothing to do 

with me.”7 He has always felt this, and feels it so deeply and powerfully that it makes 

sense to him that this should be an inborn sensation common to all people. He provides 

plenty of preliminary musings on how this might be — for one, we tend to place greater 

value on impermanent things;8 for another, we’re a naturally curious species, driven by a 

thirst for the sensation of constantly expanding (but never complete) knowledge of the 

unknown.9 As Wilson points out, the inquisitive human mind prefers “entities that are 

complicated, growing, and sufficiently unpredictable to be interesting.”10 On all these 

accounts, life on Earth as a whole fits the bill. 

 Despite his status as a renowned biologist, however, Wilson in this case has no 

hard scientific evidence to back up his claim that biophilia exists, nor, for that matter, to 

pin down the phenomenon of biophilia itself — a shortcoming by the standards of most 

of contemporary Western science, which stresses rationality and empirical evidence. 

What he does have are the tools from which evidence may eventually spring: observation 

                                                 
6
 Wilson, 1. 

7
 Wilson, 7. 

8
 Wilson, 85. 

9
 Wilson, 10. 

10
 Wilson, 116. 
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and logic. For Wilson, these sorts of evidence abound in support of the biophilia 

hypothesis, which, he writes, 

… is nevertheless so clearly evinced in daily life and widely distributed as to 

deserve serious attention. It unfolds in the predictable fantasies and responses of 

individuals from early childhood onward. It cascades into repetitive patterns of 

culture across most or all societies, a consistency often noted in the literature of 

anthropology. These processes appear to be part of the programs of the brain. 

They are marked by the quickness and decisiveness with which we learn 

particular things about certain kinds of plants and animals. They are too consistent 

to be dismissed as the result of purely historical events working on a mental blank 

slate.11 

Wilson would characterize my infantile obsession with the oak not as anomalous but as 

so common as to be predictable. Not only do other children also affix their attentions to 

trees and other lifeforms when the opportunity arises but, as Fiona Stafford notes in her 

book The Long, Long Lives of Trees, a reverence for trees prevails in cultures across the 

planet: 

In some cultures, they have marked both the starting point and the center — both 

the Tree of Life and the Tree of Knowledge were said to stand at the very heart of 

the Garden of Eden. In Maori culture, the God of the Forests, son of the sky and 

earth, is the huge, 2,000-year-old kauri tree, Tane Mahuta … In Viking 

mythology the entire universe was understood in terms of a great ash tree, 

Yggdrasil, whose branches were home to the gods [despite Iceland’s near-lack of 

                                                 
11

 Wilson, 85. 
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trees] … In Greece, too, priests devoted to Zeus interpreted the oracular rustle of 

oak or beech leaves … Siddhartha Gautama found enlightenment during his quiet 

meditation under the Bodhi tree and, ever since, his followers have gone on 

planting the same fig trees (Ficus religiosa) at Buddhist monasteries … From the 

banyan tree in India to the African baobab, from the biblical Tree of Life to 

Darwin’s evolutionary diagram of universal existence, trees have offered 

numerous patterns of connection, survival, and understanding.12 

Wilson himself tells a similar tale about snakes — or, more specifically, how their 

ubiquitous presence in the lives of humans worldwide has created an equally ubiquitous 

fascination with them in both real and mystical forms. Images and stories of snakes 

“described by urban New Yorkers are as detailed and emotional as those of Australian 

aboriginals and Zulus,” Wilson claims. “The Hopi know Palulukon, the water serpent, a 

benevolent but frightening godlike being. The Kwakiutl fear the sisiutl, a kind of three-

headed serpent with both human and reptile faces … The Sharanahua of Peru summon 

reptile spirits by taking hallucinogenic drugs and stroking the severed tongues of snakes 

over their faces.”13 Wilson points out that snakes, like trees, need not even be physically 

present to have an important role in the human mind: “Even Ireland, one of the few 

countries lacking snakes altogether … has imported the key ophidian symbols and 

traditions from other European cultures and preserved the fear of serpents in art and 

literature.”14 

                                                 
12

 Fiona Stafford, The Long, Long Life of Trees (London: Yale University Press, 2016), 6-8. 
13

 Wilson, Biophilia, 85. 
14

 Wilson, 96. 
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It matters not whether one chooses to focus on trees or on snakes; one could tell a 

similar story for virtually every major species type on the planet. Yet this is exactly the 

point Wilson and I wish to make. If only a handful of cultures revered trees like I do, or 

snakes like Wilson does, we might write it off as a mere consequence of those particular 

cultures’ histories. We might do the same if those cultures valued snakes and trees only 

for purely practical reasons. Given, however, that humans all over the Earth venerate 

trees and snakes in some non-instrumental fashion, a more likely explanation for 

biophilia lies in the hardwiring of the human brain itself. 

The question then turns to how this hardwiring got built. While biophilia may 

prove too global to be explained solely by history on national and cultural scales, history 

on an evolutionary, species-level scale may hold clues. In a bold attempt to generalize 

early human life, Wilson says simply, 

Snakes mattered. The smell of water, the hum of a bee, the directional bend of a 

plant stalk mattered. The naturalist’s trance was adaptive: the glimpse of one 

small animal hidden in the grass could make the difference between eating and 

going hungry in the evening. And a sweet sense of horror, the shivery fascination 

with monsters and creeping forms that so delights us today even in the sterile 

hearts of the cities, could see you through to the next morning. Organisms are the 

natural stuff of metaphor and ritual. Although the evidence is far from all in, the 

brain appears to have kept its old capacities, its channeled quickness. We stay 

alert and alive in the vanished forests of the world.15 

                                                 
15

 Wilson, 101. 
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Humans are a young species. As long as we’ve existed, snakes and trees have been with 

us. As with anything in nature, their various forms may arise, morph, and disappear with 

time, and each chooses specific locations for its homes — the glossy water snake in 

Wilson’s native Florida panhandle; the valley oak in my own southern California. But we 

have encountered some incarnation of them no matter where in the world we’ve 

migrated, and their presence must have left its mark on us, for now we can’t seem to get 

them out of our heads. Repeated tangible experiences with snakes and trees — as 

deliverers of food, poison, shelter, or danger — throughout human evolution have caused 

their forms to be “assimilated by genetic evolution into the brain’s structure.”16 

Combine this evolutionary ingraining of mental images with the human capacity 

to attribute meaning to images through symbol-making, and we become primed to react 

to life not only practically but emotionally. Just as we come to view our oldest and 

dearest friends not as objects capable of providing care but as subjective symbols of care 

itself, so we come to view the oak not only as a source of fuel and shelter but as a symbol 

of the enduring cycles of life and season. The glossy water snake rises from a simple, 

slippery danger-noodle into the mysterious and powerful serpent. From these symbols 

come stories, and from stories come cultures based, at their hearts, upon the valley oak 

and glossy water snake themselves. “Life,” Wilson sums up, “gathers human meaning to 

become part of us … Hence simple perceptions yield an unending abundance of images 

with special meaning while remaining true to the forces of natural selection that created 

them.”17 

                                                 
16

 Wilson, 98. 
17

 Wilson, 100-101. 
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In this way, trees and snakes matter not merely to individual cultures; rather, the 

fact that they matter to virtually every culture serves as evidence that they matter to the 

human mind in general. Biophilia exists in me not because of how I grew up, but because 

of how my species “grew up” — impacted again and again as it developed its identity; 

raised, if you will, by snakes and trees and everything in between (perhaps this is why, in 

an earlier essay, I referred to a valley oak as “an ancient parent, an ancestral caretaker 

still alive”). Human “nature” results simply from the long-term “nurture” of our species. 

In this sense, no difference exists between the two. “Nurture” as we typically think of it 

refers to the experience of a single life, while “nature” encapsulates the evolutionary 

experience of a species. Each is “nurture” on a different scale. 

Wilson takes it even further, however, suggesting that the long-term evolutionary 

“nurture” responsible for biophilia may apply not only to our relationships with other 

species but to our relationships with entire landscapes. He points out that the bulk of 

hominid history, and therefore the bulk of time in which the distinguishing traits of the 

human brain evolved, was spent on African tropical savannas. He poses the question: “is 

the mind predisposed to life on the savanna, such that beauty in some fashion can be said 

to lie in the genes of the beholder?”18 He cites similar suggestions by scientists Gordon 

Orians, Yi-Fu Tuan, and Rene Dubos, each of whom, Wilson says, have observed “that 

people work hard to create a savanna-like environment in such improbable sites as formal 

gardens, cemeteries, and suburban shopping malls, hungering for open spaces but not a 

barren landscape, some amount of order in the surrounding vegetation but less than 

                                                 
18

 Wilson, 109. 
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geometric perfection.”19 Wilson himself adds, “it seems that whenever people are given a 

free choice, they move to open tree-studded land on prominences overlooking water … 

Those who exercise the greatest degree of choice, the rich and powerful, congregate on 

high land above lakes and rivers and along ocean bluffs.”20 While these preferences may 

have originated for adaptive purposes (such as high visibility, natural defense offered by 

shorelines, and abundance of food, water, and shelter) and become biologically lodged in 

the human brain as a result, they continue on today as aesthetic values independent of 

necessity — in other words, as intrinsic values. 

Wilson’s theories, however, depend on sweeping generalities that leave 

significant room for doubt. The notion of an ideal human habitat towards which all 

human minds inevitably strive does not consider the countless peoples who have made 

their homes in a wide range of decidedly non-savanna environments for hundreds or even 

thousands of years: peoples living in ice-bound arctic regions, for instance, or island 

peoples (some of whom, notably the Austronesian Bajau and Moken peoples, live their 

lives mostly at sea), who would presumably tend to find themselves much more 

powerfully drawn to their home environments than to an “ideal” tropical savanna. 

Furthermore, while certain organisms such as snakes and trees might, by virtue of their 

global omnipresence, have worked their way inescapably into the human psyche, this 

notion implies that rarer species endemic to specific locations might not matter as much 

in the human mind, being valuable instead only to whatever culture happens to live 

alongside them. 

                                                 
19

 Wilson, 110. 
20

 Wilson, 110. 
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 Wilson provides no rebuttal to the arguments against the “ideal savanna” theory. 

As for my accusation that the biophilia hypothesis presumes ubiquitous lifeforms to hold 

more value in the human mind than endemic ones, however, he might suggest we scale 

back even further, from the level of individual species to the level of life itself. We have 

evolved in the presence of more-than-human life in all its forms since the inception of our 

species and beyond. As such, life itself has worked its way into our psyches: while some 

species may have global cultural value and others may have culture-specific value, 

humans have at the very least internalized a fascination with life in general. If no trees or 

snakes can be found, we will direct that fascination to whatever else moves, grows, dies, 

or rustles in the breeze. 

 Once we go this broad, one finds it difficult not to apply the same rule to the 

inanimate elements of the world. Stone, snow, soil, wind, water, fire — if biophilia exists 

as a simple result of long-term evolutionary exposure to other species, then these 

elements, too, necessarily fit under the biophilic umbrella, for they too have always been 

with us and should have ingrained themselves in our minds as surely as the oak or 

serpent. 

I say let it be so. Rather than creating a problem in the biophilia hypothesis, this 

expansion to include everything on Earth elevates it further still, highlighting one of the 

core themes of modern ecology: the unfathomable interconnectedness of every damn 

thing under the sun. The moon and stars did as much to raise us through our evolutionary 

childhood as did the oak and serpent. 

. . . 
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Beautiful ideas, to be sure. May we yet call any of them incontrovertibly true? 

Absolutely not. This does not, of course, mean that we should discard them as false, only 

that we should be wary of succumbing too easily to the notorious bias of the human mind 

in favor of beauty. Wilson reminds us that “Hermann Weyl, the perfecter of quantum and 

relativity theory, made an even franker confession: ‘My work always tried to unite the 

true with the beautiful; but when I had to choose one or the other, I usually chose the 

beautiful.’”21 

In his book, The Evolution of Beauty, Richard Prum cites another famous example 

of the inconsistent relationship between truth and beauty22 — this one from 

Shakespeare’s Hamlet, Act 3, Scene 1, in which the Danish prince shoots a wry remark at 

the lying yet beautiful Ophelia: “the power of beauty will sooner transform honesty into a 

bawd than the force of honesty can translate beauty into his likeness.” Beauty, Hamlet 

muses, does not necessarily represent any great truth — in fact, beauty may subvert truth, 

drawing us to itself and away from truth, convincing us that it contains truth even when it 

does not. Wilson’s biophilia hypothesis appears beautiful to me, but this does not 

automatically grant it incontrovertible value; similarly, the beauty I detect in my beloved 

valley oaks does not automatically grant them any universal, intrinsic value beyond what 

I and other humans give them. 

But wait a minute. Prum makes this point not simply to highlight human 

susceptibility to beauty — as a professor of ornithology at Yale, he intends to show us 

how this weakness appears in other species as well. He writes, 
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For centuries, the ‘aesthetics of nature’ has consisted entirely of investigating 

human aesthetic experiences of nature … However, aesthetic evolution informs us 

that grosbeak songs and orchids (but not the landscape) have coevolved their 

aesthetic forms with the evaluations of nonhuman agents — female grosbeaks and 

insect pollinators, respectively. We humans can appreciate their beauty, but we 

have played no role in shaping it. Traditionally, aesthetic philosophy has failed to 

appreciate the aesthetic richness of the natural world, much of which has come 

into being through the subjective evaluations of animals. By viewing the beauties 

of nature through an exclusively human gaze, we have failed to comprehend the 

powerful aesthetic agency of many nonhuman animals. To be a more rigorous 

discipline, aesthetic philosophy must grapple with the full complexity of the 

biological world.23 

To get a better grasp of what Prum refers to here, consider the concrete example of the 

male peacock, whose ornate tail feathers have become one of the most widely recognized 

symbols of extravagance and beauty in nature. They also represent an apparent deviation 

from the law of natural selection, which states that species evolve traits conducive to 

fitness and survival. The male peacock’s feathers, however, present a substantial physical 

hindrance, limiting movement and depleting calories to lug around the extra weight. 

How, then, did such a tail persist through the trials of evolution? A conventional 

view of evolution assumes that aesthetic beauty always signifies some underlying 

adaptive value. Most evolutionary biologists would hypothesize, for instance, that 

impractical ornamentation on a peacock’s rear end indicates steady health or a robust 
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immune system, things that couldn’t be immediately conveyed to a mate very easily 

otherwise. Alternatively, according to biologist Amotz Zahavi’s “handicap principle,” it 

might serve as proof of the male’s physical dependability: if he can haul around a tail like 

that all day and night without tiring out or getting eaten, he must be extremely 

competent.24 

However, as Prum reminds us, Charles Darwin himself suggested that natural 

selection was not the sole force driving evolution. He also described something called 

sexual selection, in which females (most often the “selectors” in heterosexual animal 

mating habits) choose mates according to their own subjective standards of beauty. This 

causes the species to evolve arbitrary aesthetic traits, regardless of whether those traits 

prove practical or cumbersome. For the peacock, it’s undoubtedly the latter, and he’s not 

alone. The male club-winged manakin rubs his feathers together like a bow on a violin to 

make music for his mate, but the thick, solid bones necessary to withstand the vibrations 

render him a clumsy flier. Since an embryo’s bones develop before its sex is determined, 

the female, too, flies awkwardly — not for any practical purpose, Prum and Darwin say, 

but for her own subjective taste for beauty (in this instance, of the auditory variety).25 

Of course, many scientists have pointed out that these arbitrary beauty traits don’t 

necessarily indicate any special taste for beauty. While sexual selection remains a 

common explanation for the male peacock’s tail feathers, some scientists view it as an 

aposematic adaptation (one designed to intimidate predators).26 The enrapturing patterns 
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on the scales of some fish species might play a similar role; conversely, they might act as 

simple sexual attention-grabbers — a phenomenon known in the lingo as “sensory bias.” 

Biologist Molly Cummings’s work, for instance, reveals that surfperch in California’s 

giant kelp forests display stripes of blue and silver because, within the context of their 

native habitat, female surfperches’ eyes detect those wavelengths most easily. Similarly, 

Mexican swordtails accentuate their own colors with special movements to reflect light 

off their bodies to more surely attract females. A study by zoologist Michael Ryan 

suggested that female Panamanian Tungara frogs prefer the “chuck” noise in the males’ 

mating call simply because, on account of some unrelated adaptation, their inner ears are 

perfectly tuned to notice it loud and clear.27 In instances such as these, nuance largely 

disappears — a male’s bright color or fancy noise does not evolve because of any 

perceived arbitrary beauty, but adapts to perfectly catch the attention of the females’ 

particular senses, allowing him to pass his genes on as efficiently as possible. 

But is it always this simple? New York Times writer Ferris Jabr asked Prum if he 

thought sensory bias could account for the origins of all animal aesthetics. Jabr reports, 

“He said it could not possibly explain the staggering diversity and idiosyncrasy of sexual 

ornaments — the fact that every closely related sparrow species has a unique 

embellishment, for example.”28 One of Prum’s favorite examples is the male flame 

bowerbird, who not only shows off his fiery plumage but tediously builds and decorates a 

sloping corridor of twigs, before which he must perform an elaborate mating dance to 

win a female’s approval.29 Such a ritual involves far more intricacy than a mere grab for 
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attention would require, hinting at a deeper appreciation for subtlety within the female 

bowerbird — in other words, an arbitrary sense of beauty. 

 These senses of beauty may have their origins, at least, in adaptive correlation. 

Twentieth-century English biologist Ronald Fisher suggested that, originally, valueless 

mutations such as bright plumage might have accidentally correlated with (but not been 

inherently linked to) adaptive strengths like good health, and as such females would have 

developed a preference for bright plumage in and of itself. Both the preference and the 

plumage would be repeatedly passed down through sexual selection, each one 

intensifying until it developed intricacies entirely irrelevant to good health. In some 

cases, as with the bowerbird or peacock, it might even become maladaptive.30 A similar 

cycle might occur with sensory bias: a simple attention-grabbing trait might cause 

females to develop a preference for that trait, which would loop back to augment the trait, 

which would loop back to augment the preference, and so on until the trait and the 

preference develop subtleties of beauty far exceeding the requirements of mere sensory 

stimulation. 

 Already one begins to see a parallel to Wilson’s explanation for biophilia: he and 

I find ourselves fascinated with glossy water snakes and valley oaks because, way back in 

evolutionary history, trees and snakes mattered for practical reasons. They mattered 

enough, in fact, to ingrain themselves into the hardwiring of our brains, such that once 

our daily survival no longer hinged on practical relationships with trees and snakes, our 

fascination with them remained, regardless of their immediate threat or utility. Likewise, 

some animals may have had practical preferences that stayed with them through 
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evolution until they lost their practical value, transforming instead into a subjective sense 

of aesthetics. 

 Prum points out a similar feedback loop in human culture: art. Just as an artist’s 

work impacts her audience’s tastes, which in turn impact the evolution of art itself (as her 

audience creates new art), so the cycle goes in nature: changes in organisms’ aesthetics 

affect the evolution of their partners’ tastes, which in turn affect the evolution of their 

aesthetics, and so on. Beauty may be in the eye of the beholder, but the eye of the 

beholder, in many ways, is itself shaped by beauty. Defining art as a product of 

coevolution between perceiver and perceived, Prum says, “means that bird songs, sexual 

displays, animal-pollinated flowers, fruits, and so on are art, too. They are biotic arts that 

have emerged within myriad biotic artworlds, each one of them a community that 

fostered the coevolution of animal aesthetic traits and preferences over time.”31 Prum 

points out that even if we limit the definition of art to a cultural phenomenon rather than a 

genetic one, biotic communities are still not entirely excluded: close to half of all bird 

species don’t know their songs instinctually, but instead learn them from each other, 

passing them down vocally, in some cases with specific regional variations and 

generational alterations — just like with human art. This results in oral traditions — 

“avian cultures,” writes Prum, “that have persisted, thrived, and diversified for over forty 

million years.”32 

This definition of art may further help account for biophilia as Wilson defines it: 

an instinctual fascination with life and lifelike processes. We find intrinsic value in the 
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life-filled world around us for the same reason we find intrinsic value in art — life and 

lifelike processes, Prum explains, in many cases are art. And even if we aren’t all art 

aficionados, we’ve nonetheless, consciously or unconsciously, grown up immersed in art, 

both individually and collectively as a species, and the vast majority of us would be 

devastated if it suddenly disappeared from the world.  

All of this raises the question: if art culture and other forms of arbitrary aesthetic 

perception exist in species as phylogenetically disparate as humans and birds, what other 

species might also have complex aesthetic tastes? If the examples of attention-grabbing 

“sensory bias” traits detailed earlier follow the same cycle of runaway sexual selection 

that may have saddled the male flame bowerbird with his ornate mating ritual, we may 

have evidence for at least the beginnings of arbitrary aesthetic standards in fish and frogs. 

In other cases, it might be more than just the beginnings — as Darwin suggested, “A 

great number of male animals as all our most gorgeous birds, some fishes, reptiles and 

mammals, and a host of magnificently colored butterflies have been rendered beautiful 

for beauty’s sake.”33 

The implications of this possibility, when fully considered, are staggering. 

“Darwin discovered that evolution is not merely about the survival of the fittest but also 

about charm and sensory delight in individual subjective experience,” writes Prum. “The 

implications of this idea for scientists and observers of nature are profound, requiring us 

to acknowledge that … many other wondrous sights and sounds of the natural world are 

not delightful merely to us; they are products of a long history of subjective evaluations 
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made by the animals themselves.”34 Here, at last, we return to the question of the 

legitimacy of my view of the valley oak as intrinsically valuable, regardless of its utility. 

This view is surely subjective. But as Wilson pointed out, it’s not unique only to me — 

cultures around the world share it in some way. Prum takes this idea a step farther: not 

only many human cultures, but multiple species on Earth have subjective standards of 

intrinsic value: a female bowerbird finds the male’s mating ritual beautiful, even though 

it has no bearing on his fitness or utility to her as a mate. We are not the only perceivers 

of intrinsic value, or even, as Prum argues, of art itself (though ours may perhaps be 

amplified or edited by the additional filter of complex human culture). Intrinsic values are 

both subjective and universal — universally shared by many organisms and individuals, 

but subjective in that they are perceived arbitrarily and often without connection to any 

practical purpose. 

This subjective element shouldn’t discount the legitimacy or power of something 

like beauty, however. Prum continues: “As Darwin hypothesized, with the evolution of 

sensory evaluation and choice comes the emergence of a new evolutionary agency — the 

capacity of individual judgments to drive the evolutionary process itself. Aesthetic 

evolution means that animals are aesthetic agents who play a role in their own 

evolution.”35 Intrinsic value free of utilitarian concerns, then, is strong enough to act as 

an evolutionary force. What more proof could there be that, even if it’s subjective, it still 

counts for something? That intrinsic value still matters; that it’s still real? 
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To add to this, consider also the possibility that species act as agents not only in 

their own aesthetic evolutions, but in those of other species, both plant and animal, with 

whom they interact in symbiosis. For instance, aesthetics undoubtedly plays a role in 

determining which flowers birds and insects flock to for purposes like seed and pollen 

dispersal by grabbing pollinators’ attentions. But could flowers, too, have entered into a 

sort of sexual selection relationship with birds and bees? Could the compounding dance 

between perceiver and perceived have eventually produced the spectacular patterns some 

flowers have today, so much more detailed than they originally needed to be? If this is so, 

flowers are beautiful to pollinators not only because of how the pollinators perceive them, 

but because the pollinators made the flowers beautiful according to their own subjective 

evaluations — much like how a human gardener might breed flowers for the traits she 

finds the most desirable.36 One can’t help but wonder whether the same process might 

apply to other plant species symbiotically entrenched with animals. 

Put birds, flowers, and a whole menagerie of other potentially aesthetically 

involved elements together, and you get a landscape — or bigger still, a planet — made 

beautiful, in many ways, by the hand of chaos and random chance, but in other ways by 

design, through subjective evaluations by and of its collective living parts. I draw 

intrinsic value from the world around me not merely because I find it beautiful — not 

only in sight, but in all my other senses as well — but because I sense that other humans 

and even other species find it beautiful as well. It has value for me because it has value 

for me, but also because it has value for others. This, above all else, is what makes it feel 

truly significant.
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Trunk – The Realization and Loss of Intrinsic Valuation 
 

At the Golfo di Baratti on the northwestern coast of Italy, I stood in the shade of a 

stand of conifers separating the beach from the road. My ultimate goal was, of course, the 

water. Apart from a few months studying in Hawaii, I’d never been off-continent before, 

and now, on a study abroad course in the summer of 2018, I had the chance to swim in 

the warm, turquoise waters of the Tyrrhenian sea. Despite the alluring presence beyond 

the sand, however, I took my time beneath the conifers, changing my clothes and 

applying sunscreen as slowly as possible. Widely spaced trunks rose straight upwards, 

devoid of branches, reminiscent of so many pillars supporting a verdant ceiling. My 

enchantment rested with the ceiling itself: a network of cracks forked through the canopy, 

corridors of sunlit sky separating each tree’s crown from its neighbors in a great, glowing 

jigsaw. 

This phenomenon, exhibited by several tree species (and typically only among 

groups of the same species), is known as “crown shyness.” Multiple theories have arisen 

to explain crown shyness. Some hold that the trees adopt this trait to avoid colliding with 

each other during gusts of wind, which would result in crown abrasion and loss of 

needles and young branches. Others suggest that trees leave space to avoid the shade cast 

by neighboring crowns, which would inhibit photosynthesis. One popular explanation 

takes an approach based more on communal good will between neighbors: leaving space 

between crowns prevents the spread of leaf-eating insects from one individual to another, 

protecting the health of the grove as a whole. 
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Whatever the case, the resulting patterns in the canopy, beyond their visual 

distinctiveness, leave one with a sense of peacefulness: here is a community of organisms 

who, for whatever reasons, modestly make space for one another rather than aggressively 

outcompeting each other. Ecology as a science has shown us that life on Earth, tends 

towards chaos as frequently as harmony, and so I took my time to appreciate this fleeting 

instance in which the latter appeared to prevail.  

 

Crown shyness in conifers at the Golfo di Baratti, Italy 

 I spent most of my time on that beach with a particular classmate of mine — a 

close friend who, unlike me, had not been raised among “the mountain, and the ocean, 

and the oak.” She’d grown up in a working-class family and neighborhood in College 
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Place, Washington, a conservative Seventh-Day-Adventist town in a region dominated by 

rolling wheat fields rather than biodiverse mountains and coasts. Each of us had arrived 

at our chosen our field of study based on what mattered to us in our upbringings: she had 

chosen sociology; I, environmental humanities. I knew all this about her, and perhaps this 

knowledge should have prepared me for what she told me on the beach that day.  

“You know,” she said, “you’re gonna hate this, but honestly, before I met you, I 

mostly thought of nature as a base for humans to build on.” 

Though harmless, her comment challenged my own deep personal biases, leaving 

me unsettled for much of the day. It felt incongruous with the scene. It clashed with the 

apparent modesty in the crowns of the conifers just behind us, hinting at a worldview that 

had long ago failed to leave room for neighbor species. If something like biophilia — 

something I’d felt my entire life — was supposedly inborn among all humans, how could 

a view like this even exist?  

This sort of view has more traction than I’d like to admit — especially, it seems, 

in the United States. In October of 2018, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

put out what has come to be known as its “Doomsday Report,” which warns of the 

potential for enormous global consequences by 2040 if global warming is not limited to 

1.5 degrees Celsius — a far more urgent estimate than those given previously. On the 

26th of the following month, The Daily Show with Trevor Noah took a look at how the 

United States was responding to the news. The show ran a CNN clip which warned of 

“more destructive western wildfires, longer heat waves in the southeast, and more 

powerful Atlantic hurricanes” and which cited a U.S. government report stating that 

“climate change could shrink the U.S. economy by hundreds of billions of dollars by the 
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end of the century.” In response, Trevor Noah quipped, “I love how America always 

thinks about everything in economic terms. Like, even when they talk about the end of 

the world, they say, ‘Climate change is gonna kill everybody … and that’s gonna cost us 

like a billion dollars.”37 Many Americans seem to care about issues like climate change 

primarily in self-interested terms, rather than on the basis of the intrinsic value of fellow 

human beings in vulnerable situations across the globe — that is, if they care about them 

at all. Never mind the intrinsic value of more-than-human entities who might suffer just 

as much damage, if not more. 

Suppose the ideas laid out by Wilson and Prum are true — long-term familial 

partnerships with the elements of the natural world, many of them augmented to 

subjectively beautiful aesthetic levels by sexual selection, have, over the course of 

evolutionary time, left us with an inborn capacity for biophilia, a capacity shared not only 

across cultures and continents but potentially across species as well. Powerful though this 

force seems, however, evolution may only prime us for biophilia. Actual lived 

experience, coming at us through the potent filters of culture and societal structure, has 

the power to either embrace this potential or suppress it. “The bent of personality that 

makes a girl or boy receptive to natural history may well be something we cannot instill, 

but rather something with which an individual starts,” writes author Stephen Trimble. 

“Nevertheless,” he admits, “genes work in context. No personality or process is 

independent of environmental and social dimensions.”38 
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In The Geography of Childhood, Trimble comes together with ecologist and 

author Gary Nabhan to compile a set of essays on the importance of childhood experience 

in defining our relationships to the world around us. In his piece “The Scripture of Maps, 

the Names of Trees,” Trimble notes that these relationships often begin through the 

discovery of tangible elements. “Think back to your feelings as a child: wandering, you 

find wonders, identify them (sometimes), take them home to your room, show them off to 

friends, and protect them. No one has a conch shell or chip of obsidian or fragile wisp of 

snakeskin or sack of chestnuts or nub of deer antler just like yours. Your possession is 

unique; thus, you are unique.”39  

Through these sorts of wandering gatherings, children weave their surroundings 

into their sense of self. The oaks I encounter in the woods behind my house become my 

own unique discovery — I invent my own meaning for them before I learn of any 

objective purpose they might serve. Others may have found them before, but only I know 

where each one sits in my own memory, what each one means to me personally. There is 

the oak behind my house; the oak in the horse pasture that silhouettes itself so well 

against the evening sky; the oak I climb and sit in when I’m sad; the oak I fell asleep in; 

the oak with the rope swing; the oak I spent hours tearing mistletoe off of in vain; the oak 

my friends built a treehouse in; the oak I almost built a treehouse in before worrying I 

would hurt it; the fallen oak across whose limbs I laid branches and leaves to make a 

crawl space underneath; the oak lying across the trail; the oak split down the middle as if 

by lightning strike; the oak whose bark left its imprint on my cheek after I hugged it 

when I last came home. 
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I know each one individually and my relationship to each is unlike anyone else’s. 

No one can dictate what these trees mean to me because nobody found them for me or 

made them for me — they were already there, and I met them myself where they stood, 

and there is a strong feeling of specialness about that. Each oak is a special discovery to 

me; since they make up the woodland, the woodland is special; since I am part of that 

woodland, I am special. I remember where each one lives or lies, and so their places, too, 

take on meaning for me and become part of who I am. And because I value myself 

intrinsically, so too I value the oaks and their places intrinsically. They make me me; 

their places are my places as well. They give me identity, a place in the world; they teach 

me who I am — I am the boy who runs into the hills and basks in beds of shooting stars 

and watches the world from the safety of the arms of the oak. 

They fulfill, in short, the function of family. Everything I have just said applies as 

well to human family members, friends, and loved ones. As Trimble reminds us, forming 

intrinsic values for more-than-human entities hinges on the broadening of one’s sense of 

self to include them, much as one would with other people: 

With these acts of extension, children begin to cultivate relationship — and the 

concomitant risks and rewards of sharing, of giving, of love. By moving beyond 

simple ownership they avoid the trap of permanently linking their self-esteem 

with what is only the first step — acquisition. Eventually, the discovery suffices 

for power; observation serves as possession; and we leave these objects where we 

find them, transcending the old dead-end of human domination over nature.40 
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Here the analogy with the oaks and me falls short, for I never felt I wished to possess the 

oaks, nor could I practically uproot them and take them home with me. A better example 

may be the fuzzy black caterpillars which I would, on occasion, capture and place in 

ventilated jars filled with sticks and leaves. The initial interest in the acquisition of a 

caterpillar, if sustained, leads one to attend to that caterpillar, to learn about his character 

and behavior, and eventually to care about him beyond merely possessing him. A selfish 

desire for the sense of power gained in possessing him transforms into an intrinsic value 

— “an appreciation of the power of other lives” in and of themselves.41 

I am reminded here of a short video on love, in which Rabbi Dr. Abraham 

Twerski tells a story about a rabbi who encounters a young man eating fish. When the 

rabbi asks him why he’s eating the fish, the young man answers that he loves fish. The 

rabbi corrects the young man, telling him that if he loved the fish, he would not have 

killed and eaten it — instead, he loves himself, and because the fish tastes good to him, 

he kills it and eats it. “Too much of what is called love,” Dr. Twerski says, “is fish love.” 

As an example, he imagines a young couple, each of whom enters into the relationship 

for ultimately instrumental reasons — to fulfill their own physical and emotional needs 

— without loving the other person intrinsically for who they are.42 We only truly love 

someone after we progress from merely “possessing” them for our own gratification and 

self-esteem to valuing them regardless of their usefulness to us. The same rule, I contend, 

applies to caterpillars, oaks, and anything else in the world with whom one might develop 

a relationship. 
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I was unusually fortunate to have the oaks, certainly, and perhaps having such an 

enormous, inherently un-possessable first love explains why I moved on from “fish love” 

so quickly — even as a young child, I rapidly developed a powerful guilt about 

“possessing” the black caterpillars and swore never to catch another. Even with the wave-

carved rocks and odd-shaped sticks I might have collected, I still find “an appreciation of 

the power of other lives,” for these have, if not real biological lives, then the next-best 

approximation of “lives” — places in the relational network of things, a network in which 

I participated by picking them up. Unlike Nabhan, I reject the notion that pocketing a 

stone amounts to “human domination over nature,” so long as it comes with the 

understanding that the stone has not become “mine,” that I am simply one of many forces 

that will influence its long journey through the world, and that it will move on from me 

someday soon. As Andrew Todhunter, a former teacher of mine, once told me, true love 

means holding the loved one in the palm of your open hand, where they can move, grow, 

and be themselves, rather than keeping them in your possession with a tightly closed fist. 

The world holds more wonders than oaks and caterpillars, of course. For other 

kids, as for myself, these concepts might extend to owl feathers, crystal shards, sea glass 

and snail shells, leaves and petals and pretty stones. One need not live in the woods to 

have access to all these things — wherever one grows up, one will discover magical 

objects big and small through which to feel specialness, define the self, and become 

placed in the world. The oak acorns and shed snake skins of the world raise us through 

our individual childhoods today as much as they raised us through the evolutionary 

childhood of our species, and we exhibit these roots most clearly before the influence of 

modern society has fully sunk its teeth into us. As children we hunt and gather little 
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wonders, no longer for physical subsistence but still for mental and spiritual sustenance, 

to learn about the world and our place in it. This is biophilia in practice in its purest form. 

But if all of us do this as children, what causes so many of us to deviate from the 

intangible meanings we dream up and redefine our adult places in the world based on 

instrumental, material values? In his essay “Going Truant: The Initiation of Young 

Naturalists,” Gary Paul Nabhan says the statistics pose a similar question: 

When I read polls that claim that only 8 percent of American adults feel that the 

quality of environment is a major issue in their lives, while over 90 percent of 

children feel it is the major issue which concerns them, I am amazed at how few 

adults follow their earlier inclinations to be fully involved with the natural world. 

Even when our society concedes that fuzzy animals and pretty plants can be 

engaging for children, it does not grant that anyone should waste his or her time 

on such things after the age of puberty … Our society’s token nature-lovers are 

treated as overgrown but harmless juveniles, dillydallying away their time and 

money on matters undeserving of serious attention by mature adults.43   

Though Nabhan writes from 1994, it still seems true today that most kids would rather 

play outside than study economics, yet more kids grow up to be economists and business-

people than “nature-lovers.” A pervasive feeling that the old do not speak for the young 

on environmental issues persists in the words and actions of impressively young activists 

like Greta Thunberg of Sweden and members of the Sunrise Movement in the United 

States. 
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Most of us, it seems, lose something crucial in the transition to adulthood. Nabhan 

points out that (at least traditionally if not also today) rites of passage in the wilderness 

mark one’s coming-of-age in many indigenous cultures around the world, solidifying the 

“importance of nature-as-teacher for the rest of their lives.” Western society fails to do 

this: “As Paul Shepard has suggested in Nature and Madness, those who as adolescents 

fail to pass through such rites remain in an arrested state of immaturity. They lack the 

tangible experience and symbolic touchstones that would otherwise enable them to 

become mentally and emotionally whole, and potentially at peace with the outer world.”44 

I partially disagree. Modern city-dwellers do not lack the necessary tangible 

experiences and touchstones — rather, they steep in a culture which fails to see 

symbolism in these things. The problem, I submit, occurs when much of the physical 

world becomes seen as specifically instrumental, its meanings no longer up for debate, 

and our place in it no longer a product of our own individual invention. Children in cities 

and suburbs will still find small magical meanings in the cardboard boxes and bottle caps 

they discover (anyone who’s read Bill Watterson’s Calvin & Hobbes will testify that a 

good cardboard box can provide hours of fun, and with a little imagination can act as a 

three-in-one time machine, cloning device, and transmogrification chamber). 

Nevertheless, each of these items has been intentionally created by and for humans with a 

certain practical purpose in mind. As we grow up we recognize them as the products of a 

system of intentional instrumentality: each box came from a portion of a factory whose 

sole design was to make boxes, the original intention for each box is to package other 

products, and all of this was deliberately put in place with the end goal of profit for 
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somebody. This relentless sense of fixed practicality by no means delegitimizes the 

special meanings a child invents for a cardboard box, but it may make those imaginative 

meanings more difficult to hold onto into adulthood (the adults in Calvin & Hobbes see 

not a time machine but a six-year-old kid sitting in a box). Intrinsic values are subjective 

by definition; thus, affixing a universal, objective value to an object hinders the 

ingraining of intrinsic values for that object which might differ from the norm. “Fish 

love” too often prevails. 

One might argue, of course, that the same could be said of an acorn or feather — 

like boxes and bottle caps, these have consistent shapes and objective, practical purposes 

(to spawn a sapling, to let an eagle fly). But these purposes still lie beyond the realm of 

human intention. Despite human impacts and management of forests, no person 

deliberately manufactured the acorn or feather for any instrumental purpose. Nor is it 

immediately obvious, even for most adults, that each individual oak and eagle in a 

woodland was brought into existence specifically to be chopped or shot. Of course, this 

gets complicated under intentional management systems like National Forests, and more 

on this in a few pages. In places like my home, however, the existence of the oaks 

themselves does not steep in any obvious narrative of human instrumentality. This leaves 

us, especially as children, with a healthy sense of ambiguity about the nature of the oaks’ 

beings from which we may form our own intrinsic values. 

Of course, even in urban environments, not everything has a narrative of 

intentionality behind it. Old alleys, underpasses, and other industrial spaces that seem to 

have lost their original use can all serve as vessels for new intrinsic values and special 

meaning, becoming the urban equivalents of treehouse forts and wooded hollows. In 
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vacant lots and ditches one finds gardens of weeds, flowers, insects, and minerals, forests 

in miniature which we may discover for ourselves and invent meaning for with as much 

joy and wonder as the next kid. The same friend who challenged my worldview on that 

Italian beach once showed me a small wooded hollow next to a dam, which she and her 

childhood friends would use as a secret hideaway. As writer Emma Marris argues, 

preserving these spaces matters as much for connecting kids with “nature” as preserving 

national parks does, and may do even more than a park visit could in teaching a 

conservationist mindset.45 

But while these spaces might suffice in quality, they fall short in terms of 

quantity. They are dismally few, small, often far between, and lacking in tangible biotic 

wealth in comparison to, say, several thousand acres of oak savanna. Additionally, places 

that are truly a special secret, free from the presence of strangers with their own 

interrupting meanings for the given place, prove far scarcer in urban environments. A 

child growing up in a city may therefore carry the special meanings of a few select places 

with her into adulthood, but a child growing up as I did will remember a world where 

literally every cubic inch had non-instrumental, intrinsic value. This disparity is an 

injustice of the highest degree, one not born equally across races and socioeconomic 

classes and one we must do all in our power to remedy. 

Given, too, that over half of the world’s population now lives in cities, that this 

figure is still increasing, and that urban density provides one of the keys to reducing the 

human ecological footprint, we may be forced to compromise, making oak savannas 
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accessible to city kids without relocating everyone out of the cities. Ideally, by giving 

children a chance to discover and make meaning for oaks and snake skins and buckeyes, 

proximity to an oak savanna will impart a worldview full of subjective, intrinsic value 

almost as well as twenty-four-seven immersion would. In discovering intangible 

meanings for the oaks, they may apply the same skill to urban environments as well, 

breaking down the societal illusion of fixed practical purpose that fuels the separation 

between the human and nonhuman worlds. 

. . . 

My valley oak may be used for human purposes, and the events leading up to its 

existence may well have felt the impact of human hands. I fully acknowledge the 

falsehood of the unmanaged, the untouched, the pristine, the truly “wild.” Nevertheless, 

the valley oak itself was not brought into creation for any human intention: it grew on its 

own, with no goal but to exist, and has a shape unlike even others of its own species. It 

appears, in other words, as an autonomous, individual entity, and as such it invites a 

deeper sense of mystery in the human mind onto which I can paint relationships, 

memories, and intangible meanings. Since society does not shatter those subjective 

meanings by repeatedly using my oaks for a fixed practical purpose, as with a cardboard 

box or bottle cap, those meanings can persist beyond childhood. The intrinsic values I 

originally discovered in the oaks remain with me today, reminding me of who I am and 

who I have always been. 

This would not have been possible if, say, the oak had been not an oak but a plant 

in a monoculture, bred and seeded intentionally for a human purpose and nearly identical 

to its neighbors, laid out in rows to be harvested all at once on a certain date. Perhaps this 
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is why author Paul Shepard traces the origins of our loss of intrinsic value back to the 

first agricultural revolution. To compare the pre-agricultural human to his post-

agricultural counterpart, Shepard quotes 20th-century Spanish philosopher and essayist 

Ortega y Gasset: “‘The hunter knows that he does not know what is going to happen … 

thus he needs to prepare an attention which does not consist in riveting itself on the 

presumed but consists precisely in not presuming anything and in avoiding 

inattentiveness.’”46 As a hunter-gatherer, one may have a rich knowledge of where and 

when a food source might appear, but this is likely tempered by an understanding of the 

limits of that knowledge: one species may migrate unexpectedly while another suddenly 

appears; unpredictable weather events, combined with competition from animals, may 

quickly diminish the amount of roots, nuts, and berries one finds. The world remains 

largely beyond your control. A berry bush or deer herd becomes an autonomous entity, 

chaotic and unpredictable, to which you are visitor, not owner, and from which you take 

food only when you can. In short, nothing exists purely for your own utility. One cannot 

presume a deer’s objective purpose or meaning any more than one can absolutely 

presume her whereabouts.  

This necessitates that one keeps a keen alertness, an attentiveness to every hidden 

or mobile entity. But beyond allowing one to discover that entity’s physical hiding place, 

that attentiveness leads one to discover that entity’s place in our personal, mental, 

spiritual worlds, and our place in its. It begets the same process of wandering, gathering, 

and meaning-making today’s children engage in (revealing their genetically inborn 

hunter-gatherer as they do so). 
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A child wanders in search of food, keenly looking and listening. A berry bush 

appears almost spontaneously before her, existing for no prior practical purpose, and so 

becomes her own unique discovery. This sense of uniqueness translates into a special 

relationship between her and the bush which develops as she comes back to it again and 

again, and later as she finds more bushes and picks their berries and shares them with her 

loved ones, until this relationship becomes incorporated into her sense of self — “I am 

the girl who knows the berry bushes and finds them when they hide, and this was the first 

one I ever knew.” The berry bush, now an old friend, becomes linked to her memories 

and stories, her sense of place, her notions of family and home, and as such takes on 

intrinsic value and symbolic meaning. Because this process continues over the course of 

the hunter-gatherer’s entire life, reinforced whenever she hunts or gathers, that sense of 

intrinsic value never fades. 

To this type of independent discovery I would add another, one which, though 

still largely personal, is guided by culture. The girl who discovers the berry bushes’ 

intangible meaning can share this meaning with others who, in attending to the bushes 

with her guidance and with the same sensorial intimacy that she employs, “discover” the 

same meaning for themselves (a more culturally unified version of what some of us 

experience today when, after giving it some time, we “discover” what our parents meant 

to teach us in showing us their own special places). This ingrains that meaning within 

their culture, capitalizing on inborn biophilia to create social unity. Biophilia may be 

inborn rather than taught, but remains extremely malleable nonetheless. We may feel an 

automatic tendency to love other living entities, but the way we love them may be 

shaped. 
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Then along comes agriculture. Shepard follows up on Ortega y Gasset’s thoughts 

by writing, 

For the most part the animals — or roots, berries, and nuts — the hunter-gatherer 

seeks are unseen and hidden … As the food collector became the planter, much of 

that awareness of a moving or hidden object was exchanged for a different kind of 

mystery — that of generation itself — which invited the focused imagination at 

the expense of keenness of looking and listening.47 

The child no longer needs to maintain a broad sense of attentiveness, a “keenness of 

looking and listening,” in order to find bushes scattered across the land.  Roughly 

identical bushes may now be “presumed” to appear at particular times, in one place, and 

for one predetermined purpose. She no longer has to incorporate each berry bush into her 

memory as a special entity with a special location, and so she becomes less likely to 

develop unique relationships with them and include these in her sense of self. 

Life on a farm, of course, may still give the child a strong sense of place and self 

by closely tying her food source to the land under her feet and to her labor on that land. If 

the farm is small enough, she may still develop invested relationships with individual 

plants or animals, attributing intrinsic values to them quickly and easily — but without 

the constant necessities of close sensory attentiveness and lack of presumption, the 

formation of such relationships, while still possible, becomes less certain. Moreover, 

these relationships will feel the tinge of the underlying understanding of objective 

purpose. The wild berry bush may be a special secret, a friend only the child has until she 

chooses to share, but the farmed berry bush has an agreed-upon purpose for everyone else 
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which may clash with (and perhaps eventually overwhelm) the child’s intangible 

meanings for it. 

Furthermore, the small farm paves the way for the mega-farms of today, where 

the problems compound. The farm itself, and berry bushes as an abstract concept, may 

still become part of one’s sense of self, but individual bushes, no longer unique 

discoveries, will not so easily make the cut. Among an endless sea of resources into 

which one periodically throws water and fertilizer, the possibility of “discovering” and 

creating intrinsic value for plants and animals as autonomous entities becomes 

exceedingly difficult. 

For consumers enjoying the products of the mega-farm without actually working 

on it, forming those values becomes virtually impossible. A consumer’s relationship with 

an agricultural product is purely instrumental — seeing only the berry, and never having 

had to plant or tend the bush from which it grew, the consumer only need care about the 

whole process as river of calories into her mouth. Unlike the hunter-gatherer child who 

continues “discovering” bushes her entire adult life, the agricultural child grows up with 

the narrative that these berry bushes exist for an objective, practical reason, making 

whatever intangible or symbolic meanings she attributes to them less likely to retain as 

much power in adulthood. With these personal meanings and relationships increasingly 

pushed into the background, her sense of self shifts further and further towards what 

remains: instrumental values. How many berries she can grow, sell, or buy. What the 

bushes can do for her. Fish love. 

One might counter that, in cases where intrinsic values for the berry bush spread 

and become cultural values, these too become “agreed-upon purposes” that exclude other 
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interpretations of the berry bush’s meaning. But these cultural meanings are often broader 

and more flexible. If a culture views berry bushes as symbols of vitality, for instance, 

each member of that culture may “discover” this meaning for herself in a unique way — 

one may discover it through the sturdiness of the branches, another through the bush’s 

perseverance in times of drought, another through the energy received after eating the 

berries. If a culture views oaks as ancestral parent figures, each of us may have our own 

take on this meaning: the way you love grandpa may be different from the way I love 

him, but what brings us together is that fact that we both love him in some way. We may 

still take resources from the oaks and bushes, but this usage does not define our notion of 

who or what they are, or of what their ultimate purpose is. 

Agriculture, meanwhile, pushes us towards a definition of the berry bush that 

hinges on its practical uses rather than its intangible identity. It increases the potential for 

viewing a berry bush as more of a tool than an autonomous entity, because we are always 

reminded that we put it there for a reason. This view may obscure or, in some cases, 

directly clash with whatever intrinsic values a person or group originally had...especially 

when it escalates to the level of large-scale agriculture, which does, in fact, detract from 

the sensory connection with, and love and respect for, the berry bush. At this point, it 

constitutes a relationship with other life analogous to the relationship between master and 

slave — intimate in twisted a way, perhaps, but based on “fish love” rather than real love, 

inflexibly denoting a specific use for an oak or berry bush that clashes with intrinsic 

valuations. My love for an oak may coexist with your different love for an oak, and 

perhaps even unite us under the banner of love in general. Your mass harvest of oaks for 

lumber, meanwhile, will likely conflict with my intrinsic love for them. 
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I say all of this not to vilify agriculture — it’s here to stay, and the survival of the 

current human population depends on it. Moreover, small farms and gardens provide a 

phenomenal avenue for us to develop real connections with the soil under our feet, 

teaching us to respect it as the ultimate nourisher of our minds and bodies. I merely wish 

to point out that even small-scale agriculture introduces a different sense of value for its 

plants and animals than uncultivated land does. The farmed berry bush, though magical 

in its production of berries, is still less mysterious in existence, for we know exactly how 

and why it came to grow in this spot: we put it here. This is certainly no evil in and of 

itself, but it creates the potential for a sense of the bush as a tool more than as an 

autonomous entity 

. . . 

Thus agriculture sets the stage for a new worldview, one that re-envisions 

autonomous entities with no objective reason for being (and therefore the potential for 

intrinsic value) as resources with objective practical purposes (and therefore instrumental 

value). Instead of fostering senses of self and self-worth based on the unique qualities of 

our intimate personal relationships with the physical world (“real love,” an outward-

reaching mindset), this system encourages self-realization based on the quantity of 

resources we are able to produce, consume, and accumulate (“fish love,” a comparatively 

self-centered mindset). 

Even a quick look at conventional Western agricultural systems reveals that this 

worldview has indeed come to dominate. In his book Animal Liberation, philosopher 

Peter Singer provides a shocking account of what the average relationship between 

humans and animals in the meat and dairy industries has fallen to. Farmers routinely 
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subject chickens, pigs, and cows to overcrowding and confinement to the point of 

immobilization, light deprivation, poor air quality, excess elemental exposure, unnatural 

diets, and painful processes such as dehorning, debeaking, branding, and castration — all 

in the name of maximizing output efficiency.48 I’ll leave it to Singer himself to explain 

the details behind these abuses; what interests me here are the attitudes underlying them. 

Clearly, such treatments do not represent a strong sense of love or intrinsic valuation for 

the animals themselves on the part of the producers. Instead, Singer writes, “Farming is 

competitive and the methods adopted are those that cut costs and increase production … 

Animals are treated like machines that convert low-priced fodder into high-priced 

flesh.”49 Without going into the specific strategies involved, the treatments these animals 

endure are designed with one purpose; namely, that of manipulating an animal’s body to 

produce as much meat, eggs, or milk as is physically possible. In the case of conventional 

meat production, agriculture has indeed triggered a new way of seeing more-than-human 

entities: not as autonomous beings, free to act and grow in ways we might at first find 

wonderful or mysterious, but as tools with specific purposes, their actions forcibly 

restricted to those that serve these exclusive purposes. 

This attitude persists in other areas of the agricultural world as well. In his book 

The Hidden Life of Trees, German author Peter Wohlleben draws on his years of 

firsthand experience in forestry, attesting that the same limited view of more-than-human 

life drives this industry as well. “When I began my professional career as a forester,” 

Wohlleben says, 
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I knew about as much about the hidden life of trees as a butcher knows about the 

emotional life of animals. The modern forestry industry produces lumber. That is 

to say, it fells trees and then plants new seedlings. If you read the professional 

literature, you quickly get the impression that the well-being of the forest is only 

of interest insofar as it is necessary for optimizing the lumber industry.50 

Wohlleben’s book reveals that modern forestry operates much like the meat industry: it 

strives to produce as much lumber per tree, per acre, and per unit of time as physically 

possible. Both industries concern themselves with the well-being of their plants or 

animals only for the sake of maintaining their instrumental value — their usefulness as a 

tool (Singer testifies that meat industry magazines, too, speak of animal well-being 

mainly as a means to increase productivity or selling price).51 

 Before long, this perspective becomes ingrained in the minds of those working in 

these industries. Of treating trees as mere lumber machines, Wohlleben writes, 

“eventually it distorts the way they [foresters] look at trees. Because it was my job to 

look at hundreds of trees every day — spruce, beeches, oaks, and pines — to assess their 

suitability for the lumber mill and their market value, my appreciation of trees was also 

restricted to this narrow point of view.”52 Wohlleben says he lost appreciation for trees 

that defied the purposes of the industry. The twisting bodies of crooked or gnarled trees 

set them apart as individuals, giving them a sense of personality and autonomy which, for 

the young and uncorrupted among us, might invite a sense of awe, puzzlement, or 

wonder. These feelings, in turn, might lead us to value the tree itself intrinsically as a 
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unique player on the stage of our lives, rather than as a simple vessel of tangible 

resources. Not so for the forester. Wohlleben admits that, in the past, he would have 

“dismissed” such trees “because of their low commercial value.”53 

 An attitude ingrained in the mind of the producer spreads easily to the consumer. 

Farmers and foresters control, to a large extent, the visual and linguistic appearance of the 

final purchased product. “Buying food in a store or restaurant,” writes Singer, “is the 

culmination of a long process, of which all but the end product is delicately screened 

from our eyes … the very words we use conceal its origins: we eat beef, not bull, steer, or 

cow, and pork, not pig.”54 Within the system of agricultural production, more-than-

human lives exist only for specific human purposes, and the language of the consumer 

matches this attitude. The names of the animals themselves no longer matter; instead we 

gravitate towards the words used to describe the flesh for which we brought them into 

existence. The same is true for trees and plants: when we consume oak, it comes in the 

purposeful form of a new coffee table, with the very word “oak” turned from a powerful, 

independent noun into mere adjective — no longer an entity in itself, but used to describe 

something entirely other. To buy “arugula” is to confront the name of a species, 

something we might imagine growing entirely independently, beyond our reasons for it, 

and whose meanings for us, even in terms of its recipe possibilities, remain somewhat 

open to interpretation. Yet, just as often, we reach instead for the narrowly purposeful 

“salad mix” — its origins as unique species verbally ignored, its final form already 
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printed on the label. Even this subtle constriction of imagination may limit our respect for 

the diverse values of a something as seemingly trivial as dark, leafy greens. 

. . . 

 If the testimonies given by Singer and Wohlleben are any indication, the potential 

of agriculture to change the way we value more-than-human life has indeed been 

unlocked: in both the meat and forestry industries, at least, animals and plants have 

become valued not intrinsically, but instrumentally. What forces have contributed to 

unlocking this potential, however, is another question. 

 One possible answer lies, again, with Peter Singer. Singer identifies himself as a 

utilitarian. That is, he subscribes to the main ideas of Jeremy Bentham, the man widely 

regarded as the founder of modern utilitarian moral philosophy, who 

…incorporated the essential basis of moral equality into his system of ethics by 

means of the formula: ‘Each to count for one and none for more than one.’ In 

other words, the interests of every being affected by an action are to be taken into 

account and given the same weight as the like interests of any other being.55 

This principle of equality, Bentham believed, would work towards the other main tenet of 

utilitarianism: the “greatest-happiness principle,” which states that “it is the greatest 

happiness of the greatest number that is the measure of right and wrong.”56 By equally 

accounting for the interests of all affected parties, the idea goes, one can make decisions 

that will maximize the net happiness (or utility) of a given population. 
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What should be immediately evident to any discerning reader is that the 

implications of utilitarianism, although benevolent in a general sense, vary immensely 

depending on which beings’ interests get included. If the primary goal of utilitarianism is 

to maximize the net utility of a given party, one may justify using any entities not 

belonging to that party as tools in pursuit of this goal — a habit which, as Singer and 

Wohlleben testify, may lead one to value those entities primarily for their utility, rather 

than for some perceived intrinsic worth. 

So, in practice, whose utility gets considered? Bentham himself toyed with the 

notion that “all affected parties” should extend beyond humanity and into the greater 

animal kingdom, and Singer, as an animal rights activist, explores this idea deeply in his 

own writing.57 Real-world implementation of utilitarianism in the U.S., however, 

frequently focuses the scope of concern on human interests, inviting the valuation of 

more-than-human entities for their instrumental value in serving those interests. 

One of the best examples of this (in keeping with my thematic fascination with 

trees) brings us back to forestry — though this time in the United States rather than in 

Germany. Gifford Pinchot, widely regarded as the father of the U.S. national forest 

system, drew directly from Bentham’s language58 in crafting what he saw as the mission 

of the U.S. Forest Service: “to provide the greatest amount of good for the greatest 

amount of people in the long run.”59 Like Bentham, Pinchot’s motivation in adopting a 

utilitarian vision stemmed from an undeniable benevolence. Pinchot feared not only the 

degradation of the nation’s forests though wasteful or inefficient harvesting of forest 
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products, but also the unregulated concentration of these resources in the hands of a few 

elite special interests with no regard for the needs of future Americans. Pinchot’s model 

for forest conservation, then, consisted not only in providing a sustainable supply of 

timber and other forest products to present and future generations, but also in making 

sure all Americans had access to such resources. 

However, while Pinchot’s utilitarianism sought to account for the interests of all 

human classes and generations, it did so by ascribing chiefly instrumental value to the 

forests themselves. An official U.S. Forest Service webpage on Pinchot and the history of 

the Forest Service affirms that “‘Use’ is a key term of this philosophy. Utilitarianism 

implies ‘use.’ The early Forest Service manual was called ‘The Use Book.’ Conservation 

meant using nature for the benefit of people.”60 In his autobiography, Breaking New 

Ground, Pinchot confirms this interpretation of his philosophy, stating, “There are just 

two things on this material earth — people and natural resources.”61 In the same text, he 

defines forestry as “Tree Farming ... To grow trees as a crop is Forestry” and elsewhere 

as “the practical knowledge of how to use the forest and range without destroying 

them.”62 The notion of “using without destroying” brings to mind the same attitudes 

described by Singer and Wohlleben, in which the well-being of trees and animals was 

only of interest insofar as it boosted their productivity or selling price. Furthermore, in 

referring to trees as “resources” and “crops” Pinchot’s wording highlights only their 

instrumental value to humanity, and also directly links forestry to agriculture — where, 

as Singer and Wohlleben point out, one finds the same substitution of the language of 
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utility for the original names of more-than-human entities. Pigs become “pork,” and trees 

are now “lumber.” It’s no accident that the U.S. Forest Service is an agency of the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture. 

 In all fairness, Pinchot himself was far from heartless, and bore the same intense, 

intrinsic love of the more-than-human world as his more spiritual contemporaries, such as 

John Muir. His autobiography, for instance, describes his reaction upon first viewing the 

Grand Canyon: "awe-struck and silent, I strove to grasp the vastness and the beauty."63 At 

the same time, he struggled to reconcile these sorts of feelings with the need he saw to 

provide the American people with a sustainable timber supply. He understood, as he 

wrote, why many people “hated to see a tree cut down. So do I, and the chances are that 

you do too. But you cannot practice Forestry without it.”64 Pinchot’s willingness to 

sacrifice the beauty of the more-than-human world for the material utility of people led 

him to clash frequently with the likes of John Muir, who preferred to preserve that beauty 

at all costs. The most famous conflict between the two men regarded the damming of the 

Hetch Hetchy Valley in Yosemite National Park, a project which, for Muir, amounted to 

sacrilege against a divinely beautiful and intrinsically valuable entity. While Pinchot 

sympathized with this view, his sense of responsibility to provide water resources to a 

growing population ultimately led him to advocate (successfully) for the damming 

project.65 

 The respective visions of Pinchot and Muir are not necessarily at odds. In fact, we 

see them existing side-by-side today — Pinchot’s in the national forests, which seek to 
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use and harvest forest products in a sustainable and non-destructive manner, and Muir’s 

in the national parks, which seek to preserve landscapes like Yosemite and Yellowstone, 

keeping them free from resource extraction and development. As Pinchot understood, the 

use of timber and other forest products remains a necessity for a vast population. Muir, 

for his part, saw the need not only to protect natural spaces for their own intrinsic sake, 

but also to protect the spiritual and aesthetic experiences many of us have upon visiting 

them — experiences which, as discussed, may eventually lead us to value those spaces 

intrinsically, as Muir himself did. We need both, and the two complement each other 

rather well, with national forests often acting as “buffers” surrounding national parks, 

lending them an extra layer of distance from the influence of human development and 

providing their animal inhabitants with broader ranges and avenues for safe migration. 

Furthermore, the Forest Service’s goals have grown more diverse since its 

inception, adopting what has been termed “multiple-use” conservation — a vision that 

applies conservation strategies not only to sustainable timber yields but also to grazing 

ranges, watersheds, fish and wildlife, and recreational opportunities. Forest Service 

historian Lincoln Bramwell states that the wave of environmental consciousness and 

legislation in the 1960s “shifted the policy of the agency from sustainable management of 

a harvestable resource to ecosystem management for a much wider constituency.”66 The 

“multiple-use” philosophy of the Forest Service hit upon a concept known today as 

“ecosystem services” — the wide array of resources and benefits, both tangible and 

intangible, that humans derive from healthy ecosystems. A well-maintained forest, for 

instance, may provide us with tangible or consumptive services like timber, clean air and 
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water, stable and fertile soil, medicinal compounds, and carbon sequestration, but also 

with intangible or non-consumptive services — things like recreational opportunities and 

habitat for plants and animals to preserve the spiritual or aesthetic experience of “nature,” 

as in the national parks. 

Still, one may wonder whether Pinchot’s anthropocentric utilitarianism left more 

of a lasting mark than these newer developments suggest. “Multiple-use” balances a 

wider range of uses for the more-than-human world, but still portrays them as just that: 

uses — services, like a business might provide, to maximize human utility. In a chapter 

discussing the philosophical bases of valuing ecosystem services, Lawrence Goulder and 

Donald Kennedy write that anthropocentric utilitarianism “doesn’t rule out making 

substantial sacrifices to protect and maintain other living things. But it asserts that we can 

assign value (and therefore help other forms of life) only insofar as we humans take 

satisfaction from doing so.”67 Ultimately, this brings us right back to a valuation of 

forests as instruments for our own benefit — what Dr. Twerski would call “fish love.” In 

this case, infatuation rests not, primarily, on a sense of awe and respect for the forests 

themselves as intrinsically valuable, but more on an eager anticipation of the rewards, 

tangible or intangible, one expects to receive upon visiting them. The current slogan of 

the U.S. Forest Service, intending to highlight the public-lands status of the forests, may 

only serve to reinforce this sense of possession and entitlement — “It’s all yours.” An 

attitude of this sort applied to a romantic relationship with a fellow human would not, I 

expect, be praised for its health or durability, and would instead reek of over-
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possessiveness, emotional neglect, and a lack of true mutual care. I see no reason why the 

same judgements should not apply to the ways many of us “love” trees. 

Take, for instance, the following examples. As an intern writer for Mountain 

Journal in the summer of 2018, I had the good fortune to interview Tricia O’Connor, the 

current supervisor of the Bridger-Teton National Forest. One of the minor conflicts 

facing the forest at the time was the impending decision of whether to convert two 

wilderness study areas, Palisades and Shoal Creek, into designated wilderness areas. 

Doing so would outlaw some of the uses people had grown accustomed to practicing on 

these areas, such as riding ATVs, snowmobiles, and other motorized vehicles — a 

prospect many found intolerable. “There are individuals who feel very strongly about one 

end of a spectrum or another,” O’Connor told me, “and they’ll fall on their swords to 

either preserve the wilderness character of something or preserve their ability to recreate 

wherever they want. It’s sort of an all-or-nothing.” Supervisor Lisa Timchack of the 

Shoshone National Forest spoke of similar multiple-use conflicts, in her case regarding 

the decision of whether to allow a hunt of grizzly bears after a long hunting ban on the 

species. Some environmentalists had applied for hunting permits, hoping to keep as many 

of the limited supply of bear permits as possible out of hunters’ hands. Understandably, 

this tactic angered hunters. “I think there’s just a culture in Wyoming that people have 

rights,” Timchack told me, “and they [hunters] don’t want those rights taken away, and 

they feel they have a right to kill a grizzly bear. They haven’t had that right for years, and 

they don’t want that taken away.” 

In both cases, a sense of entitlement to a certain use of the forest (motorsports or 

hunting), based on a historical precedent of said use, persists. In the case of the 
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wilderness study areas in the Bridger-Teton, motorists even championed themselves as 

“the largest user group.”68This self-identification as “users” leads one to wonder whether 

said users care about the forest more for its own intrinsic worth or more for its 

instrumental value as a surface upon which to hunt and ride for their own pleasure. The 

same question, in fact, could be posed to the anti-hunters and anti-motorists: do they truly 

care about preserving the forest’s health for its own sake, or more about enjoying their 

hikes without the sounds of engines and gunshots? The language of multiple-use 

conservation presents these folks, too, as “users” and the preservation of aesthetic and 

spiritual values in nature as “uses” — just as instrumental as hunting and motoring. This 

makes it difficult to determine who, if anyone, possesses a true, generous love of the 

forest itself. As one Bridger-Teton local worried, “Instead of any appreciation for wild 

country or natural landscapes, they have ended up focusing on this user-group model. All 

it does is encourage people to focus on grabbing what’s mine and what I like to do and 

where I like to do it.”69 

Again, to use the “fish love” analogy: it’s worth considering whether one loves 

one’s friend or partner more generously, for who they are, or more selfishly, for the 

physical and emotional benefits one gains from them. Both, of course, are important 

factors to maintain in any relationship. The question is one of balance. Obviously we 

should not invest much time and energy in partners who refuse to help us fulfill our own 

needs and desires. On the other hand, if our partner’s instrumentality in fulfilling those 

needs and desires constitutes even most of why we value them, perhaps we are the ones at 
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fault. Imagining the “partner” as the more-than-human world around us may reveal the 

true character of our “care” for that world. Where along this spectrum of care does the 

language of anthropocentric utilitarianism and multiple-use place us as a culture when it 

comes to valuation of the more-than-human world? 

I myself may represent an outlier from the norm. Growing up, I explored 

California’s San Rafael Wilderness and the greater Los Padres National Forest on the 

blissfully ignorant terms of a child, never coming into much contact with the adult 

language of utilitarianism and multiple use. I considered myself extremely lucky to have 

such a place to roam about, and never imagined any of it might be there for the explicit 

utility of myself and other humans. I always assumed, as was my biophilic default, that 

society had collectively recognized the intrinsic beauty of this place and had chosen to 

leave it undeveloped for its own sake. 

But what if I had not been fortunate enough to grow up where I did? What if my 

first encounters with national forests had occurred much later in life, as a tourist, when I 

could more readily and indifferently absorb subtle narratives of possession, usage, and 

instrumental value, like those I encountered in the national forests of Greater 

Yellowstone? What if I had grown up immersed in those narratives, in a family who told 

me my whole life that the mountains were mine to ride, the trees mine to chop, the bears 

mine to shoot — instead of letting me discover on my own, as my parents did, that it was 

I who belonged to all of them? 

It seems beyond doubt that experiences like these would have vastly affected the 

way I valued those spaces and species, as they likely affect the mindsets of so many 

others. The “user-groups” in the Shoshone and Bridger-Teton national forests certainly 
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seemed to have taken the message of instrumental value to heart. But what if it’s not just 

them? Even in the National Park system, one of John Muir’s greatest preservationist 

victories, the front-and-center featuring of parking lots, visitor centers, restaurants, gift 

shops, boardwalks, and selfie opportunities convey some sense that the space has been 

purposefully designed to serve us, and we must hike a few miles, like so few park visitors 

ever really do, to really escape this suggestion. The founding language of the parks — “as 

a public park or pleasuring-ground for the benefit and enjoyment of the people”70 — 

eerily mirrors that of the Forest Service’s slogan — “it’s all yours.” 

. . . 

 The language, products, and narratives of anthropocentric utilitarianism and 

instrumental value abound. As producers and consumers of agricultural products, from 

produce to meat and dairy to lumber, we encounter them. As workers and visitors in our 

parks and forests, we encounter them. “At the most fundamental level,” environmental 

writer Jack Turner says, “the West has been wounded by particular uses of language” — 

particularly language that perpetuates “the use of the world conceived of as a collection 

of resources.”71 

As participants in a capitalist free-market economy, we encounter this same 

language. Jeremy Bentham himself imagined beneficial applications of utilitarian 

philosophy in economics. He felt that individuals serve as the best judges of their own 

happiness, and so believed a free-market system would most naturally fit with 

utilitarianism.72 In a free market, in theory, everyone’s interests are accounted for (“each 
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to count for one, and none for more than one”) because no one is forced into a transaction 

she doesn’t wish to make. Free to pursue their own interests, people only make trades 

they deem to be “worth it,” thus maximizing net utility among the parties of any 

transaction (or lack thereof). 

 We have already seen, with Gifford Pinchot and the U.S. Forest Service, an 

example of anthropocentric utilitarianism applied to the management of more-than-

human entities, the result being the conception of forests as a bundle of “ecosystem 

services” which are either used or conserved to maximize the utility of people. In this 

instance, however, the Forest Service itself ultimately decides what outcomes will 

maximize utility. Other systems of land management exist wherein the free market 

decides how ecosystem services get used or conserved. Whereas the Forest Service 

combines public input, scientific findings, and economic impacts when determining how 

to maximize utility, the free market relies primarily on economic cost-benefit analysis to 

gauge the utilitarian value of an ecosystem service. 

In keeping with Bentham’s assumption that individuals are the best judges of their 

own satisfaction, money provides an efficient and universal method of measuring that 

satisfaction. Goulder and Kennedy write, “The value of a given living thing is the amount 

of human satisfaction that thing provides … Nearly every empirical approach assumes 

that the value of a given natural amenity is revealed by the amount that people would be 

willing to pay or sacrifice in order to enjoy it. Willingness to pay is thus regarded as the 

measure of satisfaction.”73 Ecosystems then become players in the market economy, 

offering ecosystem services such as clean air and water, which get assigned monetary 
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values based on their utility — in essence, a dollar amount revealing how much we value 

the basic acts of breathing and drinking. 

Some conservation programs, known often as “payments for ecosystem services 

programs,” adopt these prices and offer equivalent sums to private landowners who agree 

to protect and preserve the ecosystem services their land provides. This strategy boasts 

the benefit of adapting to an existing value system. While it might take years of intensive 

effort to awaken a sense of biophilia within a person who didn’t grow up valuing the 

more-than-human world intrinsically, paying that person to conserve her resources 

promises much quicker results. For those worried about the rapid pace of climate change, 

this method might appear attractive just based on its time-efficiency. 

Nonetheless, deeper consequences might be at play. Refusing to take the long 

route of developing a shared understanding of the intrinsic value of an ecosystem, and 

relying instead on the existing system, perpetuates the status quo regardless of intention. 

Dividing an entity like a forest up into a handful of “ecosystem services” may lead us to 

value the forest mainly for the instrumental value of its various parts. Offering payment 

for those “services” only adds extra instrumental value in the form of a monetary reward. 

The forest is now valuable not only because of the clean air it gives me, but because of 

the cash value of that air. Jack Turner, too, worries about the consequences of taking this 

quick-and-easy method rather than persuading people to adopt new values: “rejection of 

persuasion creates a social order wherein economic language (and its extensions in law) 

exhaustively describes our world and, hence, becomes our world.”74 Economic language 

may help conservationists act efficiently even while intangible values remain at the core 
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of their motivation. Using this language too much, though, may only reinforce 

instrumental valuations for the more-than-human world, potentially obscuring those 

original motivations. 

 Language has the power to sway our personalities and worldviews. It’s powerful 

enough to render even something as universally sacred as love into a matter of mere 

utility. Turner references author Robert Nozick, who, 

in The Examined Life, applies economic language to the question of why we 

might love our spouse. ‘Repeated trading with a fixed partner with special 

resources might make it rational to develop in yourself specialized assets for 

trading with that partner (and similarly on the partner’s part toward you) … (77-

89).’75 

The focus on the “resources” to be harvested from a relationship, rather than on intrinsic 

care for the other, turns love into an entirely self-centered endeavor. Of course love 

requires reciprocity, but Nozick’s framing of it shifts the main motivation for love 

towards the rewards one receives for it, discrediting the acts of giving and attentiveness 

for their own sake that spark love, fuel it, and lead to those “rewards” in the first place. 

By this logic, one would object to one’s mother’s premature death not, primarily, on the 

grounds of the selfless love one feels for her, but selfishly, based on the loss of special 

care one would experience and the difficulty of finding a suitable replacement to fulfill 

her functions. I can imagine few attitudes more heartless. The same twisted logic applies 

when the utilitarian language of multiple-use and ecosystem services attempts to describe 

the valley oaks of my home, whom I love quite literally like family. 
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The sick feeling that results from applying this mindset, Turner suggests, holds 

one of the keys to rejecting the language of instrumentality. “Nothing of great value is 

either abstract or commensurate,” he writes. Imagine something with undeniable intrinsic 

value: one’s own hand, a daughter, a longtime family home, a lock of a loved one’s hair, 

a stream one played in as a child. Imagine all the sights, sounds, smells, tastes, and 

touches of these personal treasures. Now, Turner says, 

carefully imagine each beloved person, place, animal, or thing redescribed in 

economic language. Then apply cost-benefit analysis. What results is a feeling of 

sickness familiar from any forest sale or predator-control proposal. It is the 

sickness of being forced to use a language that ignores what matters in your 

heart.76 

That sickness consists in the realization that the essence of your hand, your child, your 

closest friend, or whatever else you most deeply love cannot be captured in monetary 

terms, nor by the instrumental value of the various benefits you derive from them. It is 

the feeling I felt when confronted with the multiple-use conflicts of greater Yellowstone’s 

national forests, and it is the feeling that, in part, inspired this entire thesis. 

Economics, unfortunately, constitutes only one such sickness-inducing language. 

The diction of science holds the same power, for it, too, hinges on reducing things to their 

instrumental components. As with economics, as with agriculture, as with forestry, the 

reductionist power of science is not automatically harmful — unquestionably, all these 

fields are necessary in some form. Like the others, however, scientific language 

introduces a potential for shifting valuations of the more-than-human entities towards 
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their instrumental components. If used carelessly, this language can erode senses of 

intrinsic care for more-than-human life. 

In his essay “The Star Thrower,” philosopher and natural science writer Loren 

Eiseley beautifully illustrates this erosion of care from a first-person perspective. 

“Darwin,” writes Eiseley, “saw life as a purely selfish struggle, in which nothing is 

modified for the good of another species without being directly advantageous to its 

associated form. If, he contended, one part of any single species had been formed for the 

exclusive good of another, ‘it would annihilate my theory.’”77 In other words, every trait 

a species evolves exists for the selfishly instrumental purpose of keeping it alive and 

passing on its genes, and no species is biologically inclined (as Wilson suggests we now 

are) to care for another without some instrumental reward for itself. Eiseley himself even 

behaves accordingly in his story, watching without feeling as men on the beach boil 

starfish alive.78  The selfish indifference of a Darwinian scientific mindset, for Eiseley, 

reduces all lifeforms to merely the sum of their evolutionarily adaptive parts, giving us no 

reason to find intrinsic value in more-than-human life. If used in excess, such an attitude 

strips us of the ability to care for other life at all. 

If science, as Eiseley portrays it here, says care for other life is arbitrary, an 

absolutely scientific mindset would say more-than-human life might as well not exist at 

all. Yet the conclusion of Eiseley’s essay hinges on the fact that most people are not 

scientific extremists: we feel compassion and care for other life whether it’s practical or 

not, and it’s these emotions that ultimately define how most of us perceive our worlds. 
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Eiseley uses the image of the “inward eye” to show how humanity views the more-than-

human world with compassion, writing, “The world cannot be said to exist save by the 

interposition of that inward eye.”79 Here Eiseley suggests that eliminating this 

compassionate eye, as the scientific mindset has the capacity to do, effectively eliminates 

the world as we know it. Few among us, however, lose that compassionate eye as entirely 

as Eiseley does in his essay, and so we do not experience the “loss of the world” on the 

same level as he. But while our worlds as wholes remain intact, pieces of them may still 

be lost. Applying scientific language to particular elements of our world may still 

engender indifference towards them, effectively removing them from our consideration 

and making our own inner worlds less rich, less wonderful. 

 Imagine again Turner’s thought exercise of applying economic language to 

something like a lock of a loved one’s hair to determine its monetary value, and the 

feeling of sickness that results. I experience the same feeling when the exercise is 

repeated using scientific language to explain, say, why hugs feel good. If someone were 

to ask me why I like hugging a loved one, the proper answer is not “well, you see, my 

brain is biologically designed to seek out affection and social activity, and when I make 

physical contact with another human in this way I experience a rush of dopamine and 

serotonin.” Personally, I can’t think of a worse description of a hug. The truer answer is 

that the hug brings me joy, warmth, feelings of home and belonging. We can use science 

to dissect and examine these feelings, to reveal the chemical reactions driving them. But 

to think of them exclusively in this way strips them of the character that makes them 

joyful in the first place. The mere thought of dopamine and serotonin themselves do not 
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elate the spirit or bring memories of particularly good hugs, and we hesitate to believe 

that the exact feeling of a hug could be simulated given a well-measured injection of 

these hormones without the actual embrace of another living body. Thinking of hugs 

purely scientifically causes us to forget what a hug really is and what it really means. 

 It’s in this thought experiment that I run up against E.O. Wilson. Wilson believes 

that “to the degree that we come to understand other organisms, we will place a greater 

value on them, and on ourselves,”80 but I wonder if this can go too far. Wilson himself is 

best known as an entomologist, one who picks apart the physical workings of the lives 

and bodies of insects. What kind of learning, understanding, or discovery will allow us to 

form intangible, personal meanings for an oak while still letting us focus on its inner 

physical workings? If deconstructing a hug eliminates the joy and meaning of it, couldn’t 

the reduction of my valley oak into xylem, phloem, and chloroplasts have a similar 

effect? 

 Not necessarily. Even from the scientific perspective, there’s a lot more to my 

valley oak than just its cellular biology. Its tangible behavior and relationships with the 

world around it, once discovered, are complex and magical enough to provoke an 

intangible awe and love for it — much in the way that human pregnancy and childbirth 

are tangible, objective facts, but ones that inspire intrinsic awe and love for the mother 

herself that both include and extend far beyond the physical functions of her body. 

 Few people better embody this sort of awe and love for trees of all kinds better 

than Peter Wohlleben. Wohlleben’s description of his initial view of the forest he 

manages in the Eifel mountains, as discussed before, perfectly exemplifies the mindset 
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Turner laments: “Because it was my job to look at hundreds of trees every day … to 

assess their suitability for the lumber mill and their market value, my appreciation of 

trees was also restricted to this narrow point of view.”81 Wohlleben’s personal experience 

reflects many of Shepard’s and Turner’s fears: through the steady imposition of an 

economic-agricultural mindset, even entire forests come to be valued for their utility and 

market value — in some cases, almost exclusively so — rather than for the infinite 

intricacies and secrets they conceal, the relationships their trees have with each other, or 

the sense of wonder they have the capacity to instill in us. Of special note is Wohlleben’s 

implication that the economic perspective is not the default; rather, it distorts the way 

foresters view trees, obscuring that sense of wonder. 

However, like Eiseley, Wohlleben believes the sense of wonder can be restored. 

For him, this occurred when leading tours through the forest. “Visitors were enchanted by 

crooked, gnarled trees I would previously have dismissed because of their low 

commercial value,” he writes. “Walking with my visitors, I learned to pay attention to 

more than just the quality of the trees’ trunks. I began to notice bizarre root shapes, 

peculiar growth patterns, and mossy cushions on bark. My love of Nature — something 

I’ve had since I was six years old — was reignited.”82 Professionally, Wohlleben himself 

is no scientist, but the re-ignition of his “love of Nature” inspired for him a new phase of 

careful observation and study within the forests he worked in, often directly informed by 

science: Wohlleben notes that Aachen University began conducting regular research in 

his forest around the time of his epiphany,83 and The Hidden Life of Trees concludes with 
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a statement from Dr. Suzanne Simard, a professor of forest ecology at the University of 

British Columbia, Vancouver, whose research in North American inland temperate 

rainforests supports many of the ideas Wohlleben discusses about arboreal 

communication and community-oriented behavior.84  

In Wohlleben’s case (and in E.O. Wilson’s), observational scientific knowledge 

need not only reduce a beech forest to a handful of numbers like economics does — it can 

also inspire within us an intrinsic sense of magic in that forest. At its core, science 

operates on the thrill of personal discovery — much like, it bears noting, the childhood 

sense of wonder outlined by Nabhan and Trimble. These might seem opposite: the latter 

depends on imagination and invention of meaning while the former leans on fact. But 

both require tangible immersion and sensory attentiveness, and both, at their hearts, rely 

upon a sense of mystery and the unknown. As Wilson writes of scientists, 

Our sense of wonder grows exponentially: the greater the knowledge, the deeper 

the mystery and the more we seek knowledge to create new mystery … Nature is 

to be mastered, but (we hope) never completely. A quiet passion burns, not for 

total control but for the sensation of constant advance.85 

In this case, science is not about the reduction of the more-than-human entities to its 

instrumental parts, but about discovering entities whose instrumental value remains 

unknown. This leaves room for intrinsic values to develop for those entities at the same 

time that their inner instrumental workings are being revealed. The result, for Wilson, is a 

balance on the spectrum between the two types of value. 
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Furthermore, in the case of Wohlleben’s trees, fact proves as wild and wondrous 

as imagination, such that it’s not much of a stretch for Wohlleben to apply a bit of 

childlike imagination and meaning-making of his own. He does this in particular through 

anthropomorphizing: in his chapters he explains how trees talk to each other, how they 

actively care for each other at expense to themselves, how they live in family groups of 

parents and children. Equally incredible, and equally ripe for imaginative interpretation, 

are the leafcutter ants Wilson studies as a biologist, whose foraging activities, converted 

to the human scale, amount to feats of speed and strength to leave the world’s greatest 

Olympic athletes in the dust.86 

In short, scientific knowledge can astound. I’m truly happier to know what I now 

know about ants and trees, having read Wilson’s and Wohlleben’s books. Likewise, 

while I hate describing hugs solely in terms of their hormonal equivalents, just as I hate 

describing an oak savanna solely in terms of its ecosystem services, I appreciate having 

these types of knowledge within me. It’s pretty cool to know the reason behind why a 

hug gives me the same warm feeling I get when I walk into a warm house in winter, or 

how much money the local economy would literally lose if all the oak savannas in my 

county burned away. 

This doesn’t mean these ways of thinking can’t get out of control, however, as 

examples from Eiseley, Wohlleben, and Turner illustrate. The key is to keep a balance — 

although I know a hug releases serotonin in my brain, I do not let this knowledge 

exhaustively define what a hug means to me. Wohlleben and Wilson observe the 

objective facts of the physical lives of trees and ants but invite us to view these facts 
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through the imaginative and meaning-rich lens of anthropomorphism (carefully, and 

where clearly applicable), much as a child might. This allows us to more easily tap into 

the deep wells of biophilia Wilson says we all inherently possess, providing clear 

pathways for identification and emotional connection with beings we might otherwise 

have forgotten how to feel for. 

. . . 

What is forgotten can be relearned. If we wish to remind ourselves of why a 

valley oak might matter to each of us beyond the lumber it provides, we still have many 

avenues for doing so. 

We can provide access to physical and mental spaces where imagination and 

beauty can flourish unhindered by blatant human intentionality. This does not imply that 

intentionality must be avoided entirely, only that it is ubiquitous enough already. To 

balance out the status quo, we must look anew at spaces dominated by human purposes 

and encourage the application of imagination to rediscover and reinvent those spaces. 

This includes physical spaces such as the urban jungles Emma Marris describes, where 

imaginative reinvention may require the preservation and cultivation of small green areas 

or spaces without fixed purpose, where children in particular may discover mystery and 

autonomy in the world beyond human intentionality or develop personal, emotional 

connections to human-built spaces and entities based only loosely, if at all, upon the 

original purposes assigned to those spaces and entities. 

This also includes mental spaces. The wandering, arbitrary, entirely emotional 

and subjective brand of childhood discovery, as described by Nabhan, Trimble, and 

Shepard, must temper, inform, and motivate the traditional scientific mindset, keeping it 
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from becoming absolute and allowing intangible values for one’s discoveries to persist 

throughout adult life. If this is done, childhood discovery doesn’t disappear, but rather 

evolves into the Wohlleben-Wilson variety, which applies joyous human emotion to 

objective yet amazing scientific facts (without necessitating that those facts obstruct 

subjective or symbolic values, like those embodied by my oak or Wilson’s serpent). 

Reason and emotion, in this case, keep checks on each other, allowing scientific work to 

be done without killing the sense of wonder.  

Wohlleben and Wilson provide great examples of how to foster this. As 

Wohlleben writes, “I encourage you to look around where you live. What dramas are 

being played out in wooded areas you can explore? … take a closer look at what you 

might have taken for granted. Slow down, breathe deep, and look around. What can you 

hear? What do you see? How do you feel?”87 Wohlleben encourages the same sort of 

tangible, immersive, sensory engagement that Nabhan and Trimble do. For children, this 

is imagination and play; for adults, it may be science or naturalism. Both do the work of 

intimately exposing us to a world comprised of more than just ourselves, where human 

intentionality has not yet dominated and mystery still exists, and to a sense of autonomy 

— both within more-than-human entities, as we recognize that elements of their existence 

remain beyond our knowledge, and within the self, as we fill in the gaps with our own 

stories and intangible values for those entities. 

Another step may consist in rejecting the language of instrumental value and 

anthropocentric utility and instead fostering emotional and sensory language. When 

explaining an oak to a child, tell them first not what it’s used to build. Instead, ask them 
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how it makes them feel, physically and emotionally. Focus attention on the touch of the 

bark, or how sunlight filtered through leaves gives a more peaceful feeling than sunlight 

coming at you through an open blue sky. Increase usage of words that already exist for 

senses and emotions regarding nonhuman entities and phenomena. I keep a list of my 

favorites on my desktop: “Petrichor” in English describes the smell of earth after rain, 

while “Komorebi” lets the Japanese speak of the dappled-light effect of sunlight filtering 

through a canopy. In Germany, “Waldeinsamkeit” evokes the peaceful feeling of walking 

alone through the woods. For Swedes, “Smultrostalle” literally means “place of wild 

strawberries” — a special location one discovers, treasures, and returns to for peace, 

solitude, and relaxation. 

Adopting a vocabulary of feelings does not mean rejecting economics 

wholeheartedly but redesigning it to accommodate values that the current system fails to. 

Wohlleben, once more, provides a good example. Despite describing trees as 

experiencing pain (sometimes even “screaming”), he still manages his forests in the Eifel 

mountains. His practices have changed, however, to be informed by language that takes 

the perspective of trees into account and addresses them with the same care and respect 

one might use for friends and family: 

When you know that trees experience pain and have memories and that tree 

parents live together with their children, then you can no longer just chop them 

down and disrupt their lives with large machines. Machines have been banned 

from the forest for a couple of decades now, and if a few individual trees need to 
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be harvested from time to time, the work is done with care by foresters using 

horses instead.88 

As Jack Turner recommends, Wohlleben has trained himself to ask first “what does this 

forest need” rather than “what is this forest worth?” moving from a selfish to a selfless 

priority system. As Wohlleben points out, this non-economic language is actually more 

profitable in the long run: “A healthier — perhaps you could even say happier — forest is 

considerably more productive, and that means it is also more profitable.”89 

Lastly, keep your economy local as much as possible. Jack Turner provides an 

unexpected example of a small-scale system that allows economics to flourish normally 

without obscuring cultural, intangible, non-economic values for goods and services: the 

Amish market.90 This rule also applies to agriculture: as discussed, experiences on a 

small farm may prove more conducive to intrinsic value formation than those on a 

monoculture. This, of course, must be reconciled with the need to feed the global 

population without using up all the land, so perhaps a more realistic solution involves 

another of Emma Marris’s ideas: let industrial agriculture provide most of the food, but 

provide easy access to small farms for all people. That this way, the hope goes, people 

can form intangible values connected to their food without asking most of humanity to 

starve. Similarly, as the globalized economy by necessity isn’t going away anytime soon, 

it may behoove us to promote and participate in local markets run by familiar faces when 

possible, doing what we can to make such actions available to people of all backgrounds, 

and rely on the larger economy when no other option exists. 
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Canopy – The Case for Rekindling Intrinsic Values 
 

I wear a lot of green. Head to toe, some days, from my hat to my shoes, 

uninterrupted. Not bright green, never neon or lime, but something subdued. Gentle. 

Along the lines of olive and pine. 

 I don’t recall ever deliberately choosing green as my color. I don’t wear it for any 

sort of self-image, slapping the hues of the environmentalist on my body like a sticker on 

my laptop or water bottle. No. I wear green for comfort. I feel safer, more secure, more 

shielded from worry and harm, when covered in green than in blue or black or red. When 

covered in green, and when covered by green as well — in the outside I nestle up to the 

muscled trunks of trees and like a child I am reassured; fall down, far down, down deep 

into tall grass and keep falling deeper, sinking and sinking, withdrawing my vision and 

touch from everything beyond the blades; run, sprint, for the stream-cut canyon where I 

can become slow and still like I came here to be, where the leafy blanket draped from one 

wall to the next enfolds me in a womb and infuses light and shadow alike with the hazy 

golden-green of fairy tales. I badly want this green. I search for it always. 

 Leaves are not green for any useful reason — that is, the green has no 

instrumentality to the trees themselves. Trees are green because chlorophyll, the 

photosynthesis-boosting pigment found in most plants, has a so-called “green gap” — 

that is, it absorbs the entire spectrum of white light for photosynthesis except for green, 

which it reflects, giving most plants their signature color. Green is the one color that 

escapes a tree’s grab for utility, the only one to remain free, unbound, entirely undefined 
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by any instrumentality, and for this reason it shines forth most brightly. It is what trees 

cannot use that makes them beautiful. 

Yet this only the first reason why I love this color. I seek cover in this shade 

because it is the one that best tells me I am not alone. Where there is green, there is life. I 

know this when I’m down in that canyon near my home, perched on a boulder over the 

creek, the Alamo Pintado. The green itself, of course, emanates from the countless leaves 

of live oaks, willows, sycamores, poplars, ferns, and poison oak, from the grass on the 

creek banks, and from the lichens and mosses padding the boulder upon which I sit, 

cross-legged. With these alone I have plenty of company already. But the green itself 

accommodates many more beings not immediately seen. Song sparrows, downy 

woodpeckers, and black-chinned hummingbirds rest in the branches. Beneath the humus, 

earthworms, millipedes, and potato bugs root about, relishing in the extra moisture held 

in place by the roots and kept in the air by the canopy. Dragonflies and water striders 

skirt the surface of the creek, beneath which tiny fish flit over stones slick with algae, 

cooled to comfort by the shade of the leafy ceiling. A paw print in the soil tells me a 

bobcat has been here to drink. 

All of this, bathed in that subtle green light. And when I cannot be somewhere 

like this in person it comforts me to at least keep the color of the scene all around my 

body. I wear it most on days when I feel sad or anxious or in need of a friend, to feed my 

biophilia, to remind myself that I am never alone: somewhere, very close by, grass grows, 

ducks waddle, dandelions bloom. Life — so, so much life — goes on. 
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But imagine if it much less of it went on — much, much less. What if most of the 

life in the canyon went away, and most of the green along with it, so that the hue of my 

clothing became more a token of remembrance than a reminder of joy? 

In Biophilia, E.O. Wilson pictures such a world, one where all more-than-human 

life has disappeared, necessitating, for aesthetic purposes, the replacement of trees and 

grass with masterfully crafted plastic models. “If the ultimate act of cruelty is to promise 

everything and withhold just the essentials, the locality is a department of hell,” Wilson 

writes. “This is a world … where people would find their sanity at risk. Without beauty 

and mystery beyond itself, the mind by definition is deprived of its bearings and will drift 

to simpler and cruder configurations.”91 Wilson believes that such a world would injure 

not only people like me, who grew up intimately close to a wide variety of more-than-

human lifeforms and, having grown accustomed to their presence, would miss them 

sorely. Instead, he asserts, such a world would prove soul-crushing to everyone. It would 

strip us of any outlet for exercising the biophilia rooted in each of us, whether we’re 

aware of it or not. The loss might not obviously change us on the outside, he says, but 

would hurt severely on the inside: 

The brain is prone to weave the mind from the evidences of life, not merely the 

minimal contact required to exist, but a luxuriance and excess spilling into 

virtually everything we do. People can grow up with the outward appearance of 

normality in an environment largely stripped of plants and animals, in the same 

way that passable looking monkeys can be raised in laboratory cages and cattle 

fattened in feeding bins. Asked if they were happy, these people would probably 
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say yes. Yet something vitally important would be missing, not merely the 

knowledge and pleasure that can be imagined and might have been, but a wide 

array of experiences that the human mind is peculiarly equipped to receive.92 

Our minds, Wilson says, are so evolutionarily designed to absorb experiences with more-

than-human life that losing these experiences would deprive us of much of our frame of 

reference for defining ourselves as persons. In some ironic way, losing more-than-human 

life dehumanizes us. 

 This sort of outcome no longer lies beyond the realm of possibility, either. We 

have arrived in an age in which human actions acidify the oceans, heat the atmosphere, 

change the chemical composition of the soils, leave layers of plastic in the stratigraphic 

record, submerge low-lying islands, and tip global climate patterns in favor of weather 

and temperature extremes. Among these impacts, the sixth mass extinction in Earth’s 

history unfolds at this very moment, pushing us ever closer towards the insanity of the 

biotic vacuum Wilson imagines for us in his book. It’s this event in particular that leads 

Wilson to offer a fitting name for this new age, which is “cheerfully called by some the 

Anthropocene, a time for and all about our one species alone. I prefer to call it the 

Eremocene, the Age of Loneliness.”93 I wear green most days, I suppose, as a sort of 

symbolic protection against the Eremocene. 

Wilson sees humans as complex creatures capable of embodying multiple 

conflicting ideas at once. He holds that the destructive tendencies behind the current mass 

extinction, like biophilia, stem from “an archaic biological origin. We run a risk if we 
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continue to diagnose them as by-products of history and suppose that they can be erased 

with simple economic and political remedies.”94 The solution instead may involve 

embracing another powerful human tendency with an archaic biological origin — 

biophilia itself — and allowing it to counter our destructive habits and stave off the 

Eremocene. Given the extent to which biophilia and senses of intrinsic and instrumental 

value for the more-than-human world can be manipulated over the course of a human 

life, Wilson’s warning should give us reason to think it might be worth actively trying to 

push ourselves to develop biophilia and intrinsic values. While this may start as a self-

centered endeavor (an effort to save our collective sanity), the cultivation of biophilia 

would, by definition, come hand-in-hand with a desire to protect more-than-human life 

for its own sake.  

 Nonetheless, as an ultimately emotional phenomenon without much in the way of 

hard scientific reason yet backing it up, biophilia is too often also “erased with simple 

economic and political remedies.” On the one hand, this is understandable — the 

separation of church and state, for instance, arguably stemmed from the need to free 

people from religious systems based more on emotional manipulation than on reason. 

The total disregard of biophilic emotions, however, can nonetheless have significant 

consequences. Writer Kay Milton outlines the reasons for this in her book Loving Nature: 

Towards an Ecology of Emotion: 

Sacred links with the land are not part of western capitalist rationality. The 

emotions that embody such links may be a thoroughly familiar experience to 

many westerners, just as familiar as a love of scenic beauty, for instance. But 
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there is no place in the legal process of public decision making where expressions 

of such feelings can legitimately be taken into account. This is because, as well as 

lying outside capitalist rationality, and unlike scenic beauty and some of nature’s 

other valued qualities, sacredness cannot easily be translated into terms which are 

treated, in the decision-making process, as the most respected arbiter of truth; it 

cannot easily be expressed in a scientific idiom.95 

In developed western nations especially, where intangible attachments to forests, 

waterways, and sacred lands frequently clash with the supposedly unbiased, rational 

conclusions of a legal system operating on an Enlightenment-era foundation of capitalist 

economics and scientific proof, emotions are rarely granted a truly legitimate voice. 

Something like the lifelong love of an oak, even if shared widely among the community 

of the affected landscape, falls short to the utilitarian perspective: if a proposed impact to 

a landscape involves even modest tangible, common-denominator benefits to the general 

public, such as cheaper or more abundant gas, electricity, or timber, these benefits tend to 

outweigh the emotional and intangible detriments. 

 However, this tendency is a cultural phenomenon, not a necessity, as evidenced 

by the proliferation of peoples who maintain a common emotional attachment to sacred 

landmarks and landscapes and who, as such, retain greater legal power with regard to 

those emotions. Milton cites the example of a proposition for a quarry on Kluscap’s 

Mountain on Cape Breton Island in Nova Scotia, which received backlash from the 

indigenous Mi’kmaq people and other locals. Drawing on anthropologist Alf Hornborg’s 

study of this case, Milton writes, 
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Hornborg’s analysis makes clear that Mi’kmaq involvement brought into the 

debate arguments about the sanctity of the land which would otherwise have been 

inadmissible … The reason for this is the widely assumed authenticity of 

indigenous peoples’ connection with the land … The suggestion that native 

people are allowed to say things which non-native people cannot implies that non-

native people might also hold the mountain sacred, but that they feel unable to say 

so, at least on their own behalf, because they know that arguments about 

sacredness would not be accepted coming from them. Why not? Why should not a 

white Canadian citizen feel able to state publicly that this mountain, which has 

been part of his world as long as he can remember, is sacred to him, part of his 

identity, part of what gives his life meaning? … In contrast to non-indigenous 

Canadian citizens, native people have no obligation to subscribe to capitalist or 

scientific rationality. The Mi’kmaq activists on Cape Breton Island come from a 

different tradition, one in which the sacredness of the land is fundamental.96 

Milton points out that pro-environmental arguments from non-indigenous peoples based 

on emotional appeals tend to fail and are infrequently employed as a result. This 

perpetuates a system wherein emotional or intangible values go largely unspoken and 

unheard in public discourse. Milton cites evidence from author Terre Satterfield stating 

that workers tasked with logging old-growth forests in Oregon worried that their 

reluctance to publicly express emotional distress at the implications of their work would 

make it seem like they weren’t hurting.97 And if a utilitarian system, operating on the 
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principle of “the greatest good for the greatest number,” believes the majority doesn’t 

hurt, it will more likely ignore the minority that does. 

Yet even when the hurt is crystal clear for a significant population, things often 

don’t change. Since indigenous peoples in capitalist Western nations operate within the 

same system as these loggers, this perpetuation of emotional silence means that even their 

more “legally valid” emotions often get discredited as well — as they have been similarly 

discredited to justify hundreds of years of colonialism, westward expansion, exploitation, 

and neglect of treaties. The case of Kluscap’s Mountain represents a success story, but, 

today as in the past, countless land development proposals incurring significant 

indigenous and non-indigenous backlash move forward nonetheless — a notable semi-

recent example being the approval of the Dakota Access Pipeline. 

I have not yet experienced anything near the sense of loss I imagine the Sioux and 

their allies in North Dakota suffered, so any description I give of such a feeling will 

likely prove woefully inadequate. I will attempt, however, with a continuation of the 

mental image set forth by Jack Turner: imagine anything incommensurably precious to 

you: your arm, your child, the touch of your partner’s hand in your own. Turner describes 

a feeling of sickness resulting from the attribution of a dollar value to these things. Now 

take that feeling of sickness and imagine that someone forced you to sell that precious 

thing for a dollar amount — violently tearing it from you and leaving the money behind, 

if need be. In actively encouraging a shift towards a cultural and political life that more 

readily considers intrinsic and emotional values for sacred landmarks and landscapes 

(alongside, of course, scientific and economic concerns), we would move towards a 

society in which far fewer people ever suffer such a feeling. We would also move 
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towards one in which people like the Oregon loggers may embrace the same type of love 

for their trees that I feel for the valley oaks — an eminent pleasure in its own right. 

Milton suggests a simple method for encouraging such a shift: speak your mind. 

“Nature protectionists can extend the parameters of credible public discourse simply by 

daring to speak from perspectives that cannot be encompassed by capitalist or scientific 

rationality,” she writes. “…They are suggesting that the emotional attachments 

marginalized by market rationality form a proper basis for the organization of public 

life.”98 Milton echoes Jack Turner here, as her statement essentially espouses changing 

language to redefine norms, pushing them towards a place where emotion and shared 

intangible values are legitimate. This sort of shift in language not only empowers us to 

express ourselves honestly, but also widens our verbal arsenal for passing conservation 

legislation.  

One might counter that changing cultural and emotional values is far harder than 

appealing to existing self-interested and economic values. A 2017 paper by De Dominicis 

et. al. highlights this point and suggests that “perhaps there is a pathway to pro-

environmental behavior through the self-enhancing value orientation”99 (The paper 

defines “self-enhancing values” as those dominated by self-interest, such as monetary 

gain or social capital, while values focused on protecting more-than-human life and land 

regardless of expense to oneself are dubbed “altruistic”). The authors discuss three 

studies suggesting that 
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self-interested individuals will behave more pro-environmentally when the 

behavior results in a personal benefit (but not when there is exclusively an 

environmental benefit), while altruistic individuals will engage in pro-

environmental behaviors when there are environmental benefits, and critically, 

also when there are personal benefits.100 

The conclusion one might draw from this is that, since motivations based on self-interest 

(such as monetary rewards) appear to work for everyone, but motivations based only on 

environmental benefits (such as protecting a forest for its own sake) work only for some, 

monetary motivations should be employed in conservation as often as, and perhaps more 

often than, motivations based on altruism. 

 The wording of the paper misleads readers to this conclusion. De Dominicis et. al. 

intend to show that financial incentives should be given at least equal consideration to 

non-financial incentives. This point holds merit, since framing environmental behavior as 

something that provides personal benefits may get people involved who would otherwise 

never have signed on. But another underlying point in the paper’s wording goes unnoted: 

while only financial incentives appeal to all personality types (altruistic and self-

interested), only “altruistic” people respond to both incentives (financial and intangible). 

In other words, intangible values, like the desire to protect a forest for its own sake, are 

more durable motivators because they will persist even in the absence of personal 

benefits. De Dominicis et. al. largely ignore this in their wording, choosing to champion 

self-interest as the more flexible incentive rather than suggesting we cultivate more 

durable value sets based on altruism. 
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 This focus on motivating conservation efforts through promises of self-interest is 

nothing new — as scientist R. David Simpson recounts in an essay titled “The Trouble 

with Ecosystem Services,” efforts to motivate conservation through promises of self-

interest have abounded since as early as the 1980s.101 This has often been promoted as a 

no-loss strategy: framing ecosystem services as matters of self-interest, often in terms of 

market value, means people will prosper through the maintenance or sale of those 

services while the land itself receives active protection. 

 Several problems hinder this strategy. For one, as Jeremy Bentham posits, only 

individuals can measure their own interests with true accuracy. This implies that the 

amount of value person A attributes to, say, the pollination service provided by a local 

population of bees may be much higher or lower than the value person B gives it. As 

Goulder and Kennedy note, “The preferences of people who have no concern for future 

generations, or who have no sense of the ecological implications of their actions, count 

the same as those of people who are more altruistic or who recognize more fully the 

fragility of ecosystems. Benefit-cost analysis is nondiscriminating, perhaps to a fault.”102 

Leaving the decision of how to maintain those bees to the people, therefore, may yield 

widely different results depending on the values of the community making the decision, 

even if self-interest is taken into account. Thus, if conserving the bees is the ultimate 

goal, relying on self-interest as a chief motivator may not give consistent success. 

 Secondly, promoting a valuation of something like a forest based primarily on the 

services provided by its constituent parts turns those services into commodities in the 
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economy. As Simpson reminds us, commodities in a free market are valuable when 

scarce and cheap when abundant. But as technology improves exponentially and global 

systems of production become ever more efficient, many of the “services” provided by 

healthy ecosystems are becoming more and more abundant, decreasing their value. “Can 

natural ecosystems filter water, protect against hurricanes, and pollinate crops?” Simpson 

asks. “Sure they can, but there’s a good reason we see so many sewage treatment plants, 

seawalls, and peripatetic honeybees. These constructed or managed alternatives often 

provide the same services at a lower cost, particularly when that cost includes the value 

of the land that would otherwise have to be devoted to providing them.”103 Human 

ingenuity finds ways to provide artificial substitutes for many of the “services” provided 

by a healthy ecosystem, reducing the incentive to protect the ecosystems themselves. If 

one only cares about the forest for the services it provides, one will neglect the forest the 

minute one finds a cheaper way to get the same service from elsewhere. For this reason, 

too, relying on self-interested motivators may not always prove the best conservation 

strategy. 

 Simpson suggests that focusing on the appeal of the forest as a whole, rather than 

on its individual services, may prove a more durable strategy. “If by ‘nature’ we mean the 

ineffable grandeur and exquisite wonder of creation, nature is becoming more scarce in a 

world increasingly dominated by humans. Because nature is becoming more scarce, it’s 

becoming more valuable.”104 In an age of rampant deforestation, for instance, perhaps 

cultivating an appreciation of forests as whole entities will better motivate people to 
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protect them. And so long as that appreciation is based on a sense of the forests 

themselves as intrinsically valuable, this might work fine. 

Simpson’s essay, however, hints that even if we value forests as wholes, our 

motivations to protect them might break down if we value them for self-interested, 

instrumental reasons. Take ecotourism, for instance — the phenomenon wherein people 

pay large sums of money for to travel the world and witness “the majesty of nature” in 

person. Yet even this sort of “majesty,” though perhaps in decline, still exists in a wide 

range of forms around the globe. “The list of fascinating places to visit remains almost 

limitless,” Simpson writes. “As a result, like anything else that is available in almost 

limitless quantities, exotic destinations in and of themselves cannot command high 

values.” What really makes those ecotourists’ vacations so expensive, he says, are the 

transportation and accommodation costs of the trip — more money goes to these 

expenses than to the maintenance of the wildlife habitat the tourists came to see. This also 

implies that if ecotourist ventures become too popular, the transportation and 

accommodation industries around popular ecosystems may expand faster than the 

conservation dollars can keep up, gradually degrading the ecosystems themselves.105 By 

the time the ecosystems become scarce enough to command high economic value in and 

of themselves, it stands to reason, we may already have lost far more of them than a 

biophilic mind can stand to lose, pushing ourselves closer to the Eremocene. 

Thus, while using financial motivators may indeed provide a good avenue for 

getting people involved quickly, it is not the most stable long-term solution for 

conservation problems. If your primary motivation in protecting an oak is the money you 
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receive for doing so, you’ll be more likely to chop the oak down the minute the lumber 

company makes a higher offer. Fostering intangible values within a broader population, 

meanwhile, will ensure that more people carry on conservation actions with or without 

the presence of adequate financial motivation. 

A 2018 paper by Maï Yasué and James Kirkpatrick also questions the 

understanding of financial incentives as a universal motivation. The paper discusses a 

study that investigated the responses of Tasmanian landowners to conservation programs 

of two main types: those with financial (or extrinsic) incentives and those where 

motivation was autonomous (or intrinsic). Yasué and Kirkpatrick write, 

Our results indicated that autonomous motivation was particularly important in 

promoting conservation action on large properties. In contrast, participation of 

owners of large properties in an incentive programme did not influence 

conservation action. These results are consistent with the generalization that 

autonomous motivation is associated with more challenging and enduring pro-

environmental behaviours. The design of resilient conservation intervention that 

leads to action on the ground requires that programmes not only persuade 

otherwise uninvolved landowners to participate, but also promote autonomous 

motivation.106 

Yasué and Kirkpatrick’s suggestion about the correlation between autonomous 

motivation and enduring conservation behavior reminds, in more cautious scientific 

language, of my thoughts on the power of emotional or intrinsic values as more enduring, 
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resilient sources of motivation for conservation actions. The paper also provides similar 

suggestions about the reasons for this correlation: despite the impact financial incentives 

can have in increasing the number of people who sign up for conservation programs, 

increased sign-up does not necessarily predict an increase in actual conservation actions. 

This suggests that “people in paid programmes may have values and motivations that are 

less consistent with conservation than people enrolled in non-incentive programmes.”107 

If base values and motivations lean towards personal gain, then behavior will shift away 

from conservation as soon as it becomes profitable to do so. 

A few studies even report results that directly oppose the conclusions reached by 

De Dominicis et. al., suggesting that not only do financial incentives produce less 

consistent loyalty to conservationist behavior, they may also actively detract from it. 

Yasué and Kirkpatrick refer to numerous studies showing that while programs based on 

financial or otherwise self-interested incentives may promote motivation and foster 

feelings of trust and competence between participants (all crucial to carrying out the 

difficult long-term tasks involved in any impactful conservation action), 

other studies have shown that external rewards can also crowd-out (i.e. thwart) 

autonomous motivation by thwarting feelings of autonomy, communicating a lack 

of trust between funders and participants or shifting attitudes away from more 

enduring self-transcendence motivations to short-term individual profit 

motivations.108 
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Even if one starts out with autonomous motivations for conservation, the implication 

goes, the use of external rewards can actively diminish that motivation. If one enters into 

an external-reward conservation program but suspects that the values of the body driving 

the program don’t align with one’s own — for instance, a government using conservation 

to perpetuate human use of a resource, rather than for the sake of the forest itself, or an 

independent organization noted for eco-terrorist activities one disagrees with — this may 

cause the feeling that one is not acting autonomously, but rather being used as a tool for 

an ultimate cause one opposes. This, in turn, may lead to mistrust and termination of the 

contract. Or, even if one finds no inherent conflict with the partner party, one may still 

come to expect the external rewards for conservation actions, enough so that the original 

motivations (emotional, intrinsic values) become weakened or obscured. 

 Another 2017 paper restates many of these same suggestions: 

Critically, the effect of extrinsic monetary incentives can depend on individuals’ 

intrinsic motivations. For example, a number of studies in the economics and 

psychology literature suggest a crowding-out effect whereby monetary incentives 

may actually reduce intrinsic motivation to behave a certain way. Frey (1992) 

shows that, as individuals perceive a policy as an external instrument to control or 

regulate intrinsic motivation, it may diminish their self-determination and, 

therefore, welfare associated with ecological behavior.109 

If the very effect of a given conservation strategy varies depending on the intrinsic 

motivations of the target audience, I argue that we would do well to focus ample attention 
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on swaying popular Western sources of conservation motivation from self-interest to 

intrinsic value — especially given that pandering to the self-interested approach may 

actually reduce intrinsic motivations. Self-interested motivations may be more easily 

accessible, and for this reason I will accept them as a catalyst only — an appetizer to 

long-term conservation — but for sustained efforts not easily swayed by a waving dollar 

bill, we owe it to ourselves to put greater effort into fostering human connections to the 

more-than-human based on personal, emotional identification with the longtime partners 

of our evolutionary growing-up: the sacred mountain, the mythic serpent, the mighty oak. 
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Bud – On Reason and Feeling 
 

I cannot put an end to everything I have written here without reminding the 

reader, once more, of in what all this started. The feelings I have described at various 

points throughout this thesis — call it biophilia, call it golden threads of light, call it the 

longing for the green glow of a canopy, call it the fascination with the valley oak my 

parents noticed in me at five weeks old — are just that: feelings. 

I am sincere when I state my suspicion that all humans, not just myself, are 

equipped to feel these things whether they actually ever have or not. I am sincere when I 

argue that we ought to cultivate those feelings to motivate ourselves to protect the more-

than-human world, lest we wind up in a full-blown Eremocene, each of us gradually 

realizing a gaping hole in our beings we never knew needed filling. I am sincere in my 

attempts to put forth evidence from other thinkers whose lines of reasoning might back 

these thoughts up. 

Nevertheless, I wish to suggest that my readers take these sincerities with a grain 

of salt, for while reason has informed my process, and perhaps my conclusions lean on it, 

it never informed my core motivations in writing. I have no great reason for setting out to 

say many of the things I have said here other than that I, Sean Cummings, feel them very 

powerfully. And I admit that — in an eerily religious sense which I don’t entirely trust — 

part of me wishes for you to feel them too, for your own sake as well as for that of the 

beings you may come to love.  

Like all things even remotely religious, my arguments remain open to counters. 

For one thing, biophilia has not been unequivocally proven. For another, even if it were 
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proven, it is clearly mutable, such that many of us today have cultural and emotional 

values that directly clash with the wellbeing of more-than-human life and land. Could not 

our increasing disregard for sacred oaks and mountains simply represent the slow 

biological ingraining of a new mental disposition in our species — just like how our 

original fascination with more-than-human life might have existed for practical reasons, 

but eventually became ingrained within us as intangible or intrinsic values? And if this is 

the case, why should we not believe that we would soon find ways to adapt to life in the 

Eremocene, and, perhaps after a lengthy period of mourning, carry on as whole and 

happy as ever? 

Presently, I concede, I have no good reason to give. At its heart, the inspiration 

for these past ninety-odd pages — the sheer sense of joy I get from sauntering through 

the woods at home and seeing those golden strands of light connecting me to everything 

every which way — was based more on feeling than on reason. 

These two key ideas — reason and feeling — lie at the core of this thesis. I have 

asked you to consider what reasons may lie behind our biophilic feelings, behind our loss 

or maintenance of them, and behind the arguments for rekindling them. In a sense, I have 

contemplated the instrumentality of biophilic feelings — their reason for being. Yet at 

the same time, my conclusions throughout this thesis have returned, time and again, to 

the same point: a sense of intrinsic value for the more-than-human world is best 

cultivated by, and felt most strongly towards, things which have no instrumental value, 

no perceivable reason for being. 

Clearly, I have sparred with a great irony in the past ninety-odd pages; namely, 

the challenge of using reason to explain why we do, and perhaps ought to, find the most 
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beauty in things which have no reason. The plumage on Prum’s birds, though perhaps 

originating for an instrumental purpose, may have evolved into the kaleidoscope it is 

today for no reason other than the reason of feeling — what the birds themselves find 

beautiful. The green of leaves on trees may derive from the chemical properties of 

chlorophyll, a substance with a clear instrumental purpose — but the green itself has no 

such purpose; its very lack of reason for being is what makes it visible, and part of what 

lets us find beauty in trees. 

If we find most beautiful that which has no reason, then, why have I insisted on 

attempting to give reason to a feeling like biophilia? Would I not, by assigning it a useful 

purpose in the minds of humans, make it appear less beautiful? And would this not clash 

horribly with the fact that, for those of us who actively experience it, it is, like all forms 

of love, actually the most beautiful feeling of all? Would I not be putting biophilia itself 

in jeopardy by causing us to value it instrumentally, rather than just appreciating it 

intrinsically? 

This worry has plagued me off and on throughout the writing of this thesis. I 

worried at times that I had fallen into the tangle of explaining feelings through textual 

analysis — a form that implies reason and argumentation — because it’s a form I know 

well, and one that felt the least daunting for the longest document I’ve ever produced in 

my life. This is a thesis, and a thesis must have an argument, and I felt intimidated at the 

challenge of stretching my relationship with the oaks into a gush of longer than ten pages 

with an argument stating much more than, “Hi. I feel this way.” 

So I chose the safer path. And while I feel more or less satisfied with the result, I 

still wonder whether, in the process, I thought too much and felt too little. I spend too 
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much time these days with my fingers on keyboards and my eyes glued to text and not 

enough with my fingers running through blades of grass and my eyes tracing the 

zigzagging limbs of an oak or the purple streaks of a shooting star flower, or absorbing 

the green glow of sun through the canopy, what in Japanese could be called komorebi but 

in English has no word. I worry that I have learned too well how to arrange words on 

paper, with too little time and attention given to really knowing what I’m arranging 

words about. Enlightenment thinking has driven much of my education; it asks me to 

provide a reason, a logical argument, for everything I say and feel, or at least to search for 

one. It encourages me to dissect my feelings rather than simply letting them be or 

knowing them as they are in their whole selves. 

I do not always like this. It feels, as stated before, as if someone were asking me 

why I like hugging a loved one. The proper answer to this question is not “well, you see, 

my brain is biologically designed to seek out affection and social activity, and when I 

make physical contact with another human in this way I experience a rush of dopamine 

and serotonin.” The truest answer is that it brings me joy, warmth, feelings of home and 

belonging. At times I feel adamant that these are not things to be dissected and examined, 

for to do so risks stripping them of the character that makes them joyful in the first place. 

Yet at other times I want desperately to do so, to find the specific names and images and 

elements that would allow me to share that hug with others in words, to help them feel 

what I feel, and to know I’m not alone in my own feelings. But still I hesitate, because to 

define something is to limit it, to prevent it from being as boundless and sublime as it 

truly feels. 
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Perhaps I would have done better to just share my feelings in words, since I 

cannot do so in person. But I wonder if this would have constituted an essay. Would I 

have found a thesis, an argument? Or would I simply have let loose a stream of joyous 

consciousness onto the page, describing the feel of the bark under my fingertips, of the 

wind in my hair, of the sun on my bare arms? I would describe the deep purple-blue of 

the twisting petals of the shooting star flower, and the brilliant silken touch of the 

California poppy. I would describe the way I grin to everything and nobody, the volume 

and tone with which I whoop and cackle across canyons, the care with which I weave 

arms and legs over branches and rocks to navigate a gurgling stream, and the rush with 

which I plunge into the swimming hole at the end. 

I would say that when I attend to the shooting star, to the poppy, to the branches 

and rocks and streams with all my senses, I feel once more those golden threads of light. 

They rise through the ground and rock and water and shoot up the soles of my feet before 

peeling apart and exploding out my back, my chest, my shoulders, my fingertips, my 

everything. They stretch out to the horizon in all directions, straining, and I hold my 

breath, letting them push as far as they can, and each one touches a mountain, a canyon, a 

wandering deer, a blade of grass. Then all at once they recoil; the tension releases and 

they snap back at me in an instant, thundering down the slopes of my body, rolling down 

my spine in wave after shivering wave, like the kind you get after hearing a particularly 

powerful piece of music. My mouth beams, open; my exhalation catches on my 

exhilaration and stutters into a laugh, and I reach back down once more to stroke the 

petals of the poppy, the stalk of the shooting star — still amazed, after all this time, at 

their power to make me feel. There is no point. No reason. There is no necessary 
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beginning, middle, or end to this. There is only taste, and touch, and joy, and here and 

now. It just is, and I almost take offense at the notion that it ought to be anything more. 

And yet I have chosen the path of the writer, who gives names to things when he 

doesn’t know if they need them, who gives made-up answers to questions that don’t need 

to be asked, to explain things that themselves ask no explaining. 

Perhaps, though, this is not the worst path. I can be like Peter Wohlleben, who 

describes trees like families of people while still searching for reasons why they do what 

they do. I can be like E.O. Wilson, who attests to the magic of discovery still heartily 

enjoyed by the picker-upper, the dissector, the naturalist, and whose words I may have to 

contemplate a while longer: “to the degree that we come to understand other organisms, 

we will place a greater value on them, and on ourselves.”110 Perhaps the same applies 

feelings like biophilia: to the degree that we come to understand our love for more-than-

human entities, we will place a greater value on it. 

I have said that biophilia thrives best when mystery abounds. The oaks of my 

childhood appeared before me magically unbounded, simply being where they were 

without purpose, inviting me to open my imagination to the endless possibilities of who 

they might be, what they might mean. As I have grown older, of course, I have come to 

understand them better. I have learned of the reasons for why an acorn grows into an oak, 

and for why an oak grows well in a place like my home. I have learned of the 

instrumental roles they play as members of the oak savanna, and of the tangible benefits 

they provide to the countless other species in their community. 
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Yet the oaks themselves have no agenda, no ambition, no reason for standing 

there other than simply to keep on standing, nor did anyone plant them in their place for 

any instrumental purpose. Their roles in the woodland do not constitute their reason for 

existing any more than my role as a student constitutes mine. It is their occupation, not 

their identity. It is what they do, but does not absolutely define who or what they are. We 

can look at what an oak does all year, at what its insides do from minute to minute. Each 

action seems so purposeful, and yet all of it only contributes to the perpetuation of an 

entity without purpose — beautiful because it exists despite its purposelessness. By 

extension, all its seemingly purposeful actions — the photosynthesis of its chloroplasts, 

the electric pulse creeping through its roots, the slow evolution of its entire body over 

time — invite an equal sense of magic. “Why,” we ask, “do they keep chugging along?” 

The universe will not give us a reason. But they carry on all the same, inviting us to 

imagine the meaning for ourselves, and there’s something incredible about that. The more 

we learn of all these little workings, the more incredible and mysterious they appear by 

their very existence. 

Biophilia is but one of those little workings. As a concept it remains unproven, 

and this leaves the arguments of my thesis open to much debate. It also means, however, 

that biophilia lacks any absolutely defined reason for being, keeping it beautifully 

unbound and leaving ample room to explore its mysteries. Wilson has done so, 

suggesting theories for how biophilia works and where it comes from; discussing these 

need not strip biophilia of its mystery and magic any more than discussing the 

evolutionary origins of oaks strips them of theirs. Biophilia pertains to the relationship 

between the oak and I — two beings without purpose, linked by an emotional bond 
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which, by extension, may also have no purpose. Like me, like the oak, like all our other 

little workings, its beauty lies in that it continues to exist nonetheless. 

I do not find the oak valuable because it has something it’s here to do. My great 

suspicion, in fact, is that I find it valuable for exactly the opposite reason. I don’t know 

why the oak ultimately exists in the universe any more than I know why I exist, or why 

biophilia exists, or why the universe itself exists. Each of us is a microcosm of the same 

unanswerable question. We invite each other’s curiosity through our mutual inability to 

be absolutely solved, offering the infinite fascination of the search for a reason which 

may not exist. We may never find it, but we may come to know and love each other very 

well along the way, and this is what truly matters. This is what I want us to accept. 

I want us to accept that we can love the more-than-human world without ever 

really knowing why, just for the joy of loving. I want us to love even when we have no 

real reason for doing so. I want for us to run through the hills and howl across the ocean 

waves without caring why, and to remind each other — as I reminded my father twenty 

years ago — what you are, what I am, what love is: the mountain, and the ocean, and the 

oak. 
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